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PAD UCAH, KY., SATURDAY- MORNING,JANUARY 26. 1907

VOL. 23, NUMBER 234

There ihas allowed $1,489.t1 interest
eut them itovin, especially that
due on the over-the-river-bonds.
foe the police,
The salaries of all city office?s and
tp the joint license committee yeas,
bills held against the municipality by pa eted the request of Sydney Terrell
private individuals were allowed, and th t the license ordinance be so
everybody can now get their money. a ended as to permit him to sell botFirst adoption was given the ordi- tled-in-bond whiskies in quart packs
nance specifying that saloon keepers ages.
THE SNOW AND COLD WEATH
ER
can get Licenses for only six months, Pe -water company notined the
BERS OF THE NEEDY TO THE HAVE.DRIVEN LARGE NUMinstead of for twelve months, as the alderetien that `the water mains had
CHARITY CLUB WHICH
FINDS MORE FUNDS WILL BE
original licen,s,. measure provided Whit extended on West Clay strees
NEEDED TO PROPERLY
CARRY ON THE NOBLE WORK
UNTIL AFTER THE COLD
The,3Idcrmen then gave the amend- and also on Eighth bctwen Catupbel;
SPELL HAS BEEK PASSED
--SECRETARY TONER OVERRUN
ing bill second passage and it is now and Boyd *troops.
YESTERDAY WITH APPLICANTS
WHO ARE GIVEN ASSISTeffeckive.
Chief of Police Collins reported he
ANCE—THE GOOD WOMEN SEEK
THE AID OF EVERYThe December monthly report of had collected front the police court
BODY TO ASSIST IN THE U
NDERTAKING.
City Treasurer Dorian was filed. It during December $45.4.40
fines,
shows the monthly deficit of about while $:72 had' been repleviell and'3o
$25,000 lei; over by the 1006 republi- appealed.
Only one touch of real winter
,os,!
-I know of a( 4est half a dozen
can boards, while the total deficit for
The Pachicalt brewery claims it
weather
was needed to bring dozens families who
teo6 is $44,oco the republican) left the should not be made to pay city taxes
have lived for years on
of new applicants to the charity club
IS"
row democratic boards to pay off.
fortlast year, the taxes amounting to for
this mistaken 'sheet of charity. "Each
assistanc
e.
Most
of the people
To the ordinance committee was
.74 on the brewery property. The Who come ask for coal
or some other family always audzits one member
referred the law fruit dealers down in ctt solicitor reported the brewery
kind of fuel, but some are out of who developes *ale that enable
the business part of the town want wis liable, and the finance- commit- focid
as well and a large number of him or her to become a professional
enacted, providing that fruit venders. tee was then given further, time in
orders for both were issued yester- beggar and upon wheel industry all
hawkers or hucksters shall not come which to. repoit whether the concern day,
the other members Of the faintly
and sell their goods between First, will have to pay. The brewery claims
The mildness of the winter had thrive.
Sixth, Washington and Jefferson its 'five years' exemption carried them aroused
a strong 'hope in the hearts
-The Charity , club has driven sevstreets.
over Into tWts year.
of the ladies who compose the charity eral such families out of town and
The-ordinance adopted by the counThe board ratified the sale of some club that the means already at hand by exposing them
through the newscil last Monday and which sets aside Oak 'Grove burial lots.
would be sufficient to carry the or- papers has compelled others to
quit
to each-departmental fund the amount
The aldermen decided not to take ganization through the present season begging. The actual details
of this
of money allowed for expenditures up until their next meeting the ques- and thus make it possible
for them .much, of course, are not for publicathis year, was referred back to the tion of granting licenses to saloons. to get through the year without ask _ twin but I
could tell you some inThe deatilock in the alderrnanic Chamblin
finance committee by the aldermen; The mayor *ill call them some time mg for further contribution.
teresting stories about some Of the
Telepho
Telegra
ne
and
Railroad
ph
,
who are not pleased at some of the next week to do this.
Last year a thorough canvass of all cases we have handled..
board was broken lam night; broken
—Smith, Stewart and Hank.
departmental allowances made .Ind
the business houses in the downThe board then adjourned
"The results of these connective
by a republican. who used a republiHospital, Sewer and Sanitary—Hub
town district was made by the officials efforts will be_piore manifest
next
can trick, therelre tricking himself, a bead, Chatoblin and Stewart.
of the club and honorary membership year than now and I am sure
we
republican trickster. into the presl
"Relief—Stewart, Baker and Hannan
tickets were issued to all who con- have already succeeded in cutting
dest's chair.
Cemetery—Baker. Hubbard and
tributed j3 or more. In this way about down the annual appropriation for
When it became no' id around over Stewart.
Soo was raised and this sum in ad- the care of the poor by hundred
: of
the city that tbe deadlock had been
Printing—Hannan. Stewart and
dition to the voluntary contributions dollars.
becalm reacybody asked if Earl Baker
of clothing, coal and cash, enabled
"During the past week we have
a
Palmer had voted for !amen. this
the club to close the season's work sent three families back to their
Enroltment —Stewart, Smith and Mre
having been expected from that Baker.
with a small balance in the treasury. former places of residence' in nearby
source, and the guess of the people
Jodiciary —Smith, Hannan and Huh- J. B. GREGORY CLAIMS THAT H
OVERDREW HIS ACCOUNT This balance, increased by a few sub- cities and we still have a long list
not at the meeting, was correct.
AT MARION, KY., AND WH ILE TALKING TO CASHIER scriptions welch were made at t* of people that we hope to send away
baRl.
Palmer ectnally voted for himself,
GREGORY', OF THE DYCUS BURG BANK. THE LATTER time the office of the dtatrity club was beiore the winter is over.
Before Palmer took the chair City
something never known before in the aerk Bailey informe the aldermen
CLAIMED THE OTHER KN BW THZ ACCOUNT HAD BEEN opened, the appropriation of atoo a
"Of coarse, so long as they remain
d
Newry of Psdacals, end thereby that the city solicitor had informed
OVERDRAWN, AND THE "LIE" BEING
PASSED, THE month by the sjoy and the gift of here they must be cared for, at least
t4lit elected Ma own election to the chair. him that the latter had no authority
CASHIER LEAPED FOR A REVOLVER WHILE J. B. GREG- one carload of coal from Bernheim we can not let them suffer for the
'
And this, while his opponent. Ed- to pass on the point of order Palmer
ORY PICKED UP THE HATCHET, WHICH HE WIELDED Bros. comprises the oidiole of the necessities of fife.
.1;'W.pv • ward Hannan. democrat. Was lying at
club's resources to date.
"Just now the club is in need of
WITH SERIOUS RESULTS.
raised, questioning the eligibility of
; the point of typhoid fever in his home Alderman Prank. Smith or anybody
Inasmuch as the same contributions more funds and if the cold weather
sere received from these
amid could not attend the ntsating.
rions keeps up we may need a lot of money.
else on the board, therefor/ this
cources last year it will be seen the All contributions of cash should
The expressiona of surprise at such feature would have to rest there
be
.Information from Marion, Ky., yes- The accused says this brought on a club
funds are shy of what they were made to Miss Elizabeth Sinnott,
an act on Palmer's part overspread
Mayor Yeiser read his annual °Mes- terday puts a different light on the controversy between himself
and the lam year by nearly $500.
the faces of evrybody present. repub- sage. which was oublished in these
treasurer of the club and contribution
Speaking of prospects for the re- oi clothing or other supplies may be
licans and democrats alike, except the columns several weeks ago, and reported attempted bank robbery by cashier, :then the latter called him
liar and they began fighting. J. 'II. mainder of the winter, yesterda sent to the club
three other republicans in the board, which the aldermen filed away
y
J. B. Gregory at Dycueburg, Ky.,
headquarterh toa
qtleacielf-&leaf the ceercLary Jap Toner said:
Ke Mucky as mine.
▪ Samuel Hubbard, Harry Hank and C.
To the board of works was referred Thursday afternoon, as the accused sceimnutire Cashier Gregory rushed
"The time has come ivhen the char4-11. Chantblin, who were in on the
the complaint of people out on Trim- states that instead of trying to rob for a revolver that was laying upon ity club must
call upon the charitably
deal to eke* Palmer in this aay. ble
street that rainviater'accumulated the bank he altd Cashier H. Gregory the desk, and that at this he
picked ieclined citizens of Paducah for furThe unprecedented act of voting for
in the gutters and stood there. They got into a fight over a check J. B. up a hatchet and knocked the cashier ther contributions. The
members of
one's sell was thc subject of severe wapt
Gregory had given, and this brought in the heoil to prevent
.t drsined away
the club had hoped to get through
being shot.
criticism and denunciation on the part
F S. Johnston complained that he on the assault. ..The accused was
J. B. Gregory claims that be did the present winter without more
of everybody who exp
ti them- was assested on $3,000 %swab of per- lodged in jail yesterday at Marion,
not try to get away or was captured money but the cold weather is bringselves as having expected it and won.
is being confined awaiting while trying to steal any
sonal property he did not own for where
fends. but ing in the applications in droves.
tiered what kept Palmer from not
city tax purpOses. He asked for cor- trial.
that
the
front
door
of
the
building Only this morning had applications
doing it at the outset. All those rection
J. B Gregory aas formerly city had been locked by the
of the error and this matter
cashier, leav- cf assistante from 14 new families: CITY SUPERVISORS TAKE THIS
speaking of the matter remarked that was
marshal of Dycusburg' and now re- ing the rear door
passed to the city auditor.
open.
QUESTION UP TODAY.
He made no people who had not applied to us
the pained. uneasy and restless look
The Charity club wants its encethly sides down in the county from that attempt whatever to escape
and waa In (oie. Assistance in some of these
resting on the new president's face allowanc
cases was denied, but most of them
e increased by the city in or- town. He refused to talk about the easily arrested and kept guarded
all
after he took the chair, showed he
matter until he got to the Marion jai' Thursday night by
care
der
to
for
the
poor,
was
and
this
officers in a resi- had to be helped to coal or groceries The Members Yesterday Finished
c;
*rift not feeling very good over referred
or both. If the cold weather conyesterday, when hc said that he has dence, and then
to the finance committee.
6
taken to Marion yesthrowing ruthlessly aside all time.
Canvassing Both the Personal
tinues for any length of time our
The request of the city school trus- been keeping a deposit in the Marion terday
honored customs and usages in order
and Realty Books.
tees that ikos.600 be allowed them for bank and a week or two ago gave a
be taxed to the utWord from Dycusburg yesterday resource'
to gratify his seldsh ambition to if
most.
check
the public educational institutions'
to the Dycusburg bank, drawn was that Cashier
in the chair
Gregory was still in
"Our weekly expernfitione thus far.
maintenance expense this year was on the Marion bank The latter a critical
condition, but as yet un- 'sill
There are four duasocrats and fonr
Today the city board oi supervisors
referred to the finance and ordinance financial institution returned the able to
average about Via During the
make a statement. He was
republicans in the(ward Each wantcommence assessing the municiwill
last
cold
spell
committee
check
just
to
the Dycusburg bank with the ihiconscious when
before Christmas
ed the president to come from their
others broke into they exceede
pal franchise held by corporations in
To the police and fire committee notation that J. B. Gregory had no the place
d that I figure.
Last
and arrested J. B. Gregory. month
political ranks, the democrats putting
the weather was mild and the the city, Ube_ valuations !seine placed
lip Edward Hannan and the republi- was handed the request of City Elec- funds on deposit at the Marion bank The doctors are constantly at the intotal
cost
of fuel and provisions on them for city tax purposes. In ad
trician McPherson that he be given
Cashier
Gregory
, of the Dycusburg jured man's bedside, and
can; putting up Earl Palmer, so when
as soon as given out was not more
an increase of $25 each month to his bank, had J. B. Gregory to come he regains
than $20. dition to the franchise the supervisors
his senses his side
ballots Isere taken Mr Hannan,
the This sum represents only actual cash take up the banks and other sitri'ar
salary
4.
%
around
and sec about the check. J story will be made
when present, always voted for Mr
known.
expenditures and does not include the propositions
George Barrett. the commission B. Gregory informed the cashier that
The reports first sent 'out from Dy- coal drawn
Palmer and the latter would rote for
,
from the Bernheim gift of
Yesterday the board finished canmerchant who lives on South Sixth he did not know he had drawn all his casburg
Me. Ragman. With the three demowere that J. F. Gregory as- ohno bushels nor the
.frk
vassing
running
both the personal and realty
exstreet,
funds
placed
out
before
of
the Marion bank or he malted Cashier Gregory
the board a comcrat; voting for Hannan and the three
. beating him penses of the club.
books, having gone over the valuation
plaint that the street car service out would not have given the Dycusburg ialio insensibi
other republicans for Paletnr this allity for the purpose ,.of
-Those of us who are most closely fixed on every piece Of ground, buildthat way was very bad and unsatis- bank the check on the Marion bank. robbing
wy
the bank.
in touch with the charitable efforts ings and perdsotral holdings in Padu!human with four votes factory,
and the residents wanted It
and l'altner with (bur. In this way
of the club, are of coarse, best able to cah, during that time raising and lowbettered
.
This communication was
the deadlock has stood sincejudge
of the benefits derived from ering the valuations wherever they
January placed in the hands of the railroad
to, but Mr. Hannan is now down
the methods adopted this year for the found it justifiable.
sick comnsjoce for a oonference with Genin bed, therefore only four republicare rather than the encouragement
Next Monday morning the memeral Manager Bleecker.
of pauperism, and all „of us firmly becans and three democrats were at
bers will begin sending notices out to
the
The mayor notified the body he had
lieve that another season will show
ineetunblast night. The three demothese taxpayers whose assessments
reapp3inted City Solicitor Jame'
that this year's work has been well
crats,' br. Phil Stewart, Mr. Lige
were raised. Thativ-notices cite the
Campbell, Jr.. for another term as
(lone. The club has succeeded, in
Jiaker and Mr. Frank Smith, voted
property owners to appear before the
legal
advisor
of
the
municipa
l
gova large measure in putting an end
for Hannan for president and
board and show if they have any
the ernment, and the selection was rati- MAUD SCHRAND F 1020 NORTH TENTH, DIED AT a O'CLOCK to
promiscuous begging on the downthree republicans, Hubbard, Hank and
MORNI
THIS
NG
OF
SERIO
US
BURINS SHE RECEIVED YEScause why the incroaeses made should
fied
town streets and from house to house
Chainblin, voted for Palmer. On the
TERDAY AT HER HOME, WHILE JEFF. REEVES,
not remain. The first of the property
The aldermen tendered a vote of
PROMI- in the residence districts, and
eleventh ballot when Palmer's name
NENT FARMER, IS HELP, AT CITY JAIL PENDING
all owners will not be received by the
thanks to
AN
INfirothere of
that is needed to accomplish such a
was called to vote he actually
VESTIGATION INTO THIs- AFFAIR—BOY AND
board until the week commencing
voted Louisville for the 1,000 bushels of
COLORED put-pose 'is the co-opera
tion of all February 4, after which time the taxfor himself and took the chair.
GIRL SAY HE HELD WOMAN
ON
FIRE WHILE SHE chatitab
coal those gentlemen sent the poor
ly inclined citizens. You may
BURNED To- DEATH.
Palmer's election of himself was of
payers will engage the entire time of
this city.
say,
with
emphasis that the charity
shown to be premeditated, as immemembers until they are finished.
the
To the finance committee was re
club will never refuse to extend help
diately upon taking the chair
next week, while the handreds
All
of
he ferred the bill of $263.57 Louis Green
to
anyone who is worthy. You may
. pulled a paper from his
of notices arc being served by the
pocket and bite against the city and which ac- ,Thia no oiling shortly before 2 senses from his drunken debauch go further than *est and say
the club
.read the list of his committees.
count Green assigned to Fooks-Acree o'clock Maud Schrand of 1020 North that he says he has been on for the will never hesitate to prevent or re- police on the property owner; raised,
lieve suffering whether the applicant the supervisors will be busy winding
the lumber people.
• Tenth street died of the horrible past twenty-four hours.
own to Business.
up odds and ends.
The burns received by the Scrand is wholly worthy on not.
In order that the $9a6 bill of dam- burns she received yesterday afterNearly,
Aftsr Palmer elected himself
The board has now becu in session
woman were something horrible, not not worthiness is the test we impose.
and ages can be deducted when the city noon about 3 o'clock 'in the fire
at a spot
took the chair he announc
on her body, except the head
"There is, bowover, another side to since the first Monday of this month
ed his pays the General Electric company her home, while
there is incarcerated
standing committees as follows:
for the new electrical apparatus in- . in the city jail Jeff Reeves, the welt and face, having escaped, the flesh the case. Padnesh is known all over and it will be until about the third'
week of February before they finish
Financesi-Chamblin, Hnbbard and stalled at the
public power house, all . known farmer of the -Maxon's Mill stuffing off in large pieces where it the South as a charitable city and
Tianstan. .
entirely.
was
dozens
charred.
of
Every stitch o‘elcitshfamilies from other nearby
papers connected with this transac- ;section, of the county, who is being
Pirtlinance...-Ilabbard. Hank and
and cities and towns flock to this city
Were placed in the hands of the held pending an investigation of the liag she had on burned from
smith.
There arc now 300 beutiftst-square5,
finance committee for reference. The case otraccount of the boy of the the quivering flesah was something every fall expecting to live through
council parks ihs! breathing
to6
awful
to
the
gaze
winter
—Chambl
on,
on
in,
while
the
hank
gifts
her
of
charitab
.Strects
_
sufferings
and Baker city had to go to $936 extra expense Schend woman claiming Reeves
le
Light and Water—Hank. Chambli
were intense until relieved by citizens. More than that there are places, twelve royal parks and ina
n on account of 'the eltctrie people not 'held his
mother on
the fire opiates and
and la month
lotions administered people who make their home in Padu- borough gaidene in London. London
getting the new outfit here atckhe while she writhed in pain and re'
Pubtic Improvement --Hank. Smith
by the physicians, City Physician cah during the entire year ind who is said to be the greenest large eity
'time specified.
ceived her fatal burns.
Reeve;
and Chamhlin.
andd Drs. Bass and survive entirety upon the alms ex- in the world.
News-Deutocrat was a ppoititen strongly denied the charge this mornThe
.
tended by men and women whose
.
Rivers.
Fire anti Police—lianaan, lIank
ain
and the official newspaper for the city' oil'fug at 2 o'clock while being talked to
sympathies are acute and who will
Smith_
"The Pilgrimh Progress" Wm been
the Afternoor Sim resigning the in his cell at the jail, and at which
stop
to
listen
translat
ed into 3,3 languages and diato
Lic !it sc
the
pitiful
stories
Baker.
I flibbarda and place.
(Continuea on Page Fight)
!hoer he had not fill y recov.ere tis
they tell. a . _
lects,
• `

PALMER ACTUALLY
VORD FOR HIMSRF
FOR RESHOT

COLD WEATHER DEMANDS
MORE CHARITY FUNDS

An Unprecedentad Act Perpetrated Upon the People of
Paducah Last Night During Aldermanic Meeting
'When Earl Palmer, Republican, by His Own Vote,
Elected Himself to the Presidency of that Body-Aldermen Will Make Changes in Funds Council_
Set Aside for Each Municipal Department for 1907:

SALOON

It sit

LICENSE DEFERRED
UNTIL NEXT MEETING

ACCUSED CLAIMS HE DID
NOT TRY TO ROB BANK

FRANCHISE
ASSESSMENT

WOMAN BURNED TO DEATH;
MAN HELD FOR INQUIRY

. • •,•••••••:16&i••••••

b

tar;

'
1
'1 •

•

A

5.

,

alga

Atthe Churches

She was recognized by many of her
society friends in the front of the
house and then the story became public.
Miss Lewisohn hastened to den)
the report that she had any intention
of following the stage. She explained
that she had appeared in amateur
theatricals several times and welcomed the opportunity offered by Mfrs
Le Moyne to play Phene, as she always had been interested in the study
of Browning.
Miss Lewisohn is a sister of Jesse,
Fred and Adolph Lewisohn. She is
about 23 years old and the idol of her
three brothers. She has devoted a
great deal of her time to settlement
work on the East Side.

SIMPLICITY IN HOMES
IS NOW THE STYLE

Just When
YOU NEED
Them

Simplicity in alue decoration of
homes is now the present fashion
and when one enters the mansion of
Li
a nabob in anticipation of feasting
his eyes upon rare tapestries and
Rev. Peter H. Fields, of the Third in the German language tomorrow
beautifully
carved and upholstered
street Methodist church, returned yes- morning at the church on South Fifth
furniture and wondrous works of art
dishis
hour
street,
he
night
where
has
the
while
Memphis,
at
terday from
he is usually doomed to disappointbeen since last Tuesday attending the course will be in the English lanment.
The present fad for having
progress
guage, with subject of "A Day Off."
great revival that has been in
rooms so bare and empty that the)
•
George
Rev.
under
months
for three
look almost unfurnished is a physiCates, who conducted the protracted'
• City Missions.
cal result brought about by a condiMr.
months
ago.
twelve
meeting here
Rev. W. J. Naylor, of the Paducah
tion that has manifested itself before
Fields says it is the greatest gather- City Missions, tomorrow morning
in
different forms.
Thurslife,
and
his
ing he ever saw in
preaches at Lebanon, and at Little's
Gothamites
are nervous, hurried
day evening it was submitted to c chapel here in the city at the evening
and
crowded;
and for that reason
vote of the congregation as to hour.
they have finally realized the impor•••••••.*****04********************************41
whether the revival should stop or
tance of having their homes as restcontinue. Despite the fact it has run
Preaches at Reidland.
ful in effect and as homelike as posfor three months, a unanimous vote of
Rev. T. J. Owen goes out to Reidsible. I.ess than a decade ago the
the audience was that the revival land and preaches tomorrow morning
average
New York millionaire's home
should proceed.
and evening.
was an institution to look at more
Thus far 3,500 conversions have
than a place in which to dwell in
been made, while the average daily
CHARITIES REPORT CITES FIGFirst Christian.
comfort. These same persons now
conversions slumbered between thirty
URES TO SHOW INCREASAt the First Christian church towant to have a feeling of repose, at
and forty. They are utilizing a new
ING INSANITY.
morrow the only worship will be the
least
when they get to their .hornes.
converprocedure
when
the
mode of
Sunday school and communion serThey have gradually learned that the
sions are made. When anyone provices.
restful influence of a room is the refesses faith his name and residence
Chicago, Jan. as.—Chicago people sult of its furnishing and decoration.
number is taken, and this referred to
Entertainment Postponed.
are becoming insane is the startling
Ten years ago the average New
the pastor of whatever church the con
Nert may desire to join. In this way On account of snow and bad weather statement made on no less authority York drawing room was packed *ith
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE COLD WEATHER, WE
the new affiliates are not lost sight of the Church Furnishing society of the than the state board of charities. furuiture and bric-a-brac such as to
Christian
church
First
postponed
inmake
a
person
who
was
already
nerWILL
PLACE ON SALE s LOTS OF BLANKETS AT THE
converted.
number
among the big
It is not merely a prophecy, but is vous
more fidgety. At that time there
Tomorrow evening at the Third definitely the entertainment they inFOLLOWING
PRICES.
supported by statistics and cold was not a chair or sofa that was not
street Methodist church Rev. Fields tended giving last evening at the
such
increasing
at
residence
of
Mrs. J. K. Bondurant, of facts. Insanity is
decorated with either a flinger or a
will deliver an address on the Meman alarming rate that the state au- draper, The flinger was throun carephis revival, while tomorrow morning Sixth and Harrison streets.
thorities recommend that a state lessly over the arm of the chair, while
an address will be delivered in his
LOT
ALL WOOL GREY (5 lbs.) BLANKETS
school
be established for the train- the draper was usually festooned in
Missionaries Gone.
pulpit by Mks. Carrie Lehman, the
REGULAR
$6.00 ONES, TODAY .
.
Rev. J. R. Stuart and wife left last ing of physicians to combat the graceful curves. Then pictures covversati!e and brilliant Louisville wodisorder.
ered the was with no regard to homan who has been in this section of evening at 6:13 o'clock for St. Louis plague of mental
The question is discussed in the mogeneity in color or subject, and
the state for several weeks prosecut- where they spend a day or two an4
ing her religious work. She spent two then go on to Kansas City, Mo. At biennial report of the state board of apparently meant to match, if posLOT 2 ALL WOOL BLACK AND RED PLAID
weeks here and then went to May- that place they wIli be joined by their charities, which will be submitted sible, so far as size is concerned.
lb.) BLANKETS, REGULAR $6.00 ONES
(5
field, from which place she comes to- son, 1)r. David T. Stuart, who dots to Gov. Deneen this week. The re- Then there was the terrible mantel
state
lambrequins that looked not un(lay. Quite an elaborate programme not leave Paducah until next Monday. port tells of the work of the
will be followed out at the morning When he joins them all proceed on ipsychopatic Institute at Kianktikcw, like a bathrobe and many other such
to Seattle, Wash., from which place which was founded to train physicians decorations that were as old and just
worship.
LOT 3. ALL WOOL BLANKETS. $7 00 and SS (xi
Colonel Joseph E. Potter, who was they sail February 5 for China. their in the scientific treatment of mental about as graceful as Mary lanes
GRADES
diseases.
top-knot.
at the Cates meeting with Rev. Fields home.
The statement is made that one perNow these fussy rooms has.- some
will return today from Memphis.
son out of every ninety in Cook coun- and it is not uncommon to see but a
First Presbyterian.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
"Helps for Hard Place,• viryl be ty is predisposed to insanity, while in half-dozen mission chairs, a buffet
WORTH
LOT 4. MIXED WOOL BLANKETS
Sunday school worship and com- spoken on tomorrow morning by Rev. other parts of the state the Tait° is and table of ,the same type and a few
AND
oo
*son
munion. will be held tomorrow after- W. E. Cave, of the First Presbyterian one in every too. In Illinois today simple decorations to match in the
are dining rooms of souse of the 'wettest
11. tott :it 3 o'clock at the Mechanics- church. "Eternal Hope" is the theme there are 58,0oo persons who
•
unstable,
yet Fifth avenue homes. Of course. the
mentally
classified
as
burg Christian church There will be for the evening hour.
111
are usually looked upon as being nor? furniture is rich and costly, but
no preaching.
LOT 5. MIXED WOOL BLANKETS WORTH
mal. The state institutions for the gives the rooms that sweet charm spg•
Grace Episcopal.
$3.5q AND *3.00
12,000 patients.
hold
insane
gestive
of
the
simple
life.
First Baptist.
Rector David Wright preaches toThe high tension at which 'the peo"The Wks), of Prosperity" i• the !TIMM11 morning and afternoon at the
of Chicago live and the nervous
ple
theme for tomorrow morning's ser- regular hours in t:rack- Episcopal
LO, THE POOR INDIAN
strain which is eonstantly upon them
1111011 by Res-. Calvin M Thompson at church.
arc blamed for the greater percentage
the First Baptist church. In the
Are
Destitute—Chief
mental disorders. Many are un- Comanches
of
evening he delivers the second of his
North Twelfth Baptist.
Quanah Parker Going to Washweakhereditary
of
because
stable
aninea on 'Hell," the topic -being
Sunday school services occur at 3
ington for Funds.
the
'Hell—What Kind of a Place It I
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the ness or because of habits such as
morphioe,
alcohol,
excessive
%sae
of
North Twelfth street Baptist church.
eocoaine and other drugs
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian.
Lawton. Okia . Jan as —Accordnir
Then. too, Chicago people are said to reports of Quanals Parker, chief
"The Constraining Power of Love"
Superannuated Ministers.
will be the sermon tomorrow inorsIn taking up his appointed work of to be careless of their health and even of the Comanche Indians, some o
ing by Rev.). R. Henry, of the Ken- establishing homes in the Memphis in their pleasures tend to excess Life the tribesmen arc in desolate conch
tucky avenue Presbytetian church. conference for superannuated Method- is taken at a quieter prace in the coun- tion. He is taking active steps t
A• the evening hour the -topic will ba ist ministers. Rev. H. B. Johnston, try towns and people keep more reg- relieve them. He left this afternoon
'Condition. of
Wor- formerly of this city but now of ular hours and conform to the sim- for Anadarko to consult with Agent
ship at both boars will be held in the Union City, Tenn., has sent out the ple rules of hygiene.
Blockman. Before departing he saie
The biennial report of the board of in a pitiful %fake .
lecture room on account of the deco- following communication throughout
charities is being prepared under the
r:Asses not yet having completed the this district:
"Many of my people are without
work it the :iuditorium.
"To the brethren of the conference: direction of Secretary William G. start :n life. They have not so mud
fleeting tinder the appointment of Graves. An appeal is made for in- as a hone, plow or wagon. I am go
TrimbIP Street Methodist.
Bishop W. %V. Duncan, I have written creased appropriations to aid in the ing to Wasfiington and ask President
Rev. G. W. Banks will till his pul- 31 letters to brethren in different battle again st the alarming increase Roosevelt to place the money from
pit tomorrow morning and evening at places in the conference to get them of insanity.
the sale of lands, which will amount
the Trimble street N(ethodist , ,:arch to secure a home for superannuated
"This board. the report says. "folial to nearly $5.000.oces. in the subtreas
preachers, their widows and orphans the hospital for the insane and iee- ury and pay the Indians $150 for eachMethodist.
am sure that if this matter is placed ble-minded topheavy on the custodial man, woman and child, every Si:
Rev W T. Bolling. of the Brood- properly before our people that we side and the idea of detention pre months"
W23, Miethel.diSt church, will preach will soon have a
number .4.4/ such vailed over the idea Of providing scitomorrow morning on "The Moun- I homes. In no way can we so quickly entific treatment for them as sick or
The Japanese Question.
lain View,- while he Oils the pulpit at provide for these honored servants of defective persons. This condition was
These was a pompous-looking litthe evening hour also, but has not yet the church. I trust that lots will be due in part to a lack of adequate edutle- man reading a newspaper in the
decided on the 'topic
secured at once iu every county for cation of hospital physicians and to street car, and an equally pompousthis purpose. There is no tax on the absence of the inspiration of a looking little man sat opposite. BeTenth Street Christian.
church property, and our rhurch in- central institution of research and in- side the one with the paper sat a
Sunda) school worship and corn- surefire is tight. If one is ready to struction
"To supply this manifest need an man wins had something on his mind.
minion will be held tomorrow morn- live in these homes the income from
What it was lie soon resealed by
institution
for the systematic study
ing at the usual hours at the Tenth rent will help very greatly. With this
asking:
street Christian church.
in view, the property ought to be of mental and nervous diseases has
"Sir, can you tell me anything about
been established at Kankakee. Thi!
properly located.
the
Japanese question!"
ICENTDOCY REAL ESTATE JJRNAL AND MUM LIST
Clernian Evangelical.
"Last year a local preacher at Roa- school is known as the State Psychoyou mean the trouble in Cali"Do
Rev William Bonrquiii. of the Ger- noke. Va., offered $5oo to each district pathic institute.
fornia" was asked.
man Evangelical church, will preach in the Baltimore conference. That' "It is little short of calamitous that
"Yes. It irose over the school
a c $4.000.
%ill some of our Godly American medical education has no!
question, I believe?"
equipped
the general practitioner; te
laymen make a proposition to this
"It did. It arose over the quesconference
One in each county recognize the early symptoms of in- tion of segregation."
ItS11
:
7
i should be found to make a liberal sanity in unstable persons and soyc
"I beg your pardon, sir." announced
offer for a home in -his county. Think proper treatment in the hopeful stages the other little man, "but you are
qi
of the many boys who have gone into precedihg an4 immediately following wrong.
That is, you misspeak yourthe work from your county, then the onset of nervous and mental self. It arose over the question of
make a proposition in proportion to breakdown.
"When in full operation elle school segmentation."
Quit
your appreciation of these men. Some
build the house; You pay for it as
"And who are you, sir, that prewill
he presided over by an expert
of them are now old and need help;
sumes to correct me?"
others will soon come to the same in mental. diseases The doctors
"It seems that I am one qualified
the
state
hospitals will go in rots•
place. Deed a lot to local trustees
to
do so, sir."
'sidle
ground in the city.
k1 tIsa
under the direction of the Memphis tion to study under the direction of
"011.
it does? Sir, I informed this
this
expert. They will return to theit
conference. Yours,
own institution and carry on their person that the question arose' over
"H. B. JOHNSTON."
studies there. The patients will re the matter of segregation."
"And I at once corrected you by
Heiress Chosen to Be Bachelor Maid. ceivc :he benefit. 'This great school saying that it was a
question of segMiss Alice Lewisohn, the daugh- will bring the ,benefits of expert mentation."
OS
ter of the late Leonard Lewisohn and knowledge to the very homes of thosr
"And thereby proved your ignorafflicted
with
approaching insanity.
heiress to $2,000,000, is the latest of
ance," observed the first.
• Recently Enlarged •
"To bring this item home a
New York's rich young women to
v•-n4
carefit•
"Be careful of your language!"
attempt
has
been made to approxi
25,000 New Words join the bachelor maid class. Miss mate the
warned the second.
number of people in Illinois
Lewisahn has rented the house at
New Gazetteer of the World
"When I informed this person that 441114$ 11164.111P1---"V +.
110-1-91$1441104141**11111001111101.119411iMiA0-41110
with more then 215,000 .tlU. based on t he
No. 46 West Fifty-second street. and who are rated as mentally and ner it arose over the question
of
latest nsus returns. q
it is understood she, is to make it vously normal, but are predisposed to
"But you are wrong. You shoula
New Biographical Dictionary
insienity. Such persons are called unher
home.
containing the names of over 20,000 noted
have informed him that it arose ovre
persona, date of birth, death.etc.
stable.
They need medical watching. the
The young woman has ahowa an inquestion of—"
Edited by W.T.HAREM Ph.D.,LL.D...
dependence that is characteristic of Probably there are more than sg,00r
The man who had asked for infornitedBtateie Commiesionerof Education.
her family. and her present move to such persons in Illinois who today arc, mation saw that he had put
his foot
2380 Quarto Pages
set up an establishment of her own productive members of society in in it, and he arose and left
Nee Plates. 6000 IllewtruSont. Mei Bindings.
the
car.
is no surprise to those who are ac- some way. This figure is a
On the *platform he- asked the conNeeded in Every Ho me
mum.
qiiainted with her.
•
ductor:
Also Webster's Colirgiate Dictioaary
The cost of bringing the State
It was Miss Lewisolin who became
ins Pages.
IMO 1..n•astion•
"Say, what started the row in Cali';yRegular Edition to !hi be hes. 3bindle..
part backer of the recent production chopatic institute up to :a high St iid fornia about the Jap school rinet7
De Luxe Edition itixitiap,ia. Printed from
of Browning's "Pippa Passes" at the ard is estimated at
sum piales. on Ntler piper. I benatifid
5.000 3 year fo
flan'?"
Majestic theater. This did not be- two years. Th.- servier alread is
FREE,"Dietliontry'Weinides"Illnitrotod piing eta.
"Why, the ,school authorities there
some known at the time. Under the established and needs' only ;mall ap- wanted to aggravate
•G.6 C. MERRIAM CO..•
the Japs by
Publiehers, Springfield. Maga.
name of Leonora Leigh she appeared propriatiors to swing into full
AlWays co:ue to headrut ra- themselves.
ía the east, playing the role of Phene, tion.
.
quarters :kir your iuformation,--Ex.
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GuIlett's Cut Price Clearance Sale
$6.98

1113 OVERCOATS
A4
SUS

fi•98

$2.98 ... Special Shoe Sale ... $238
500 Pairs of Fine Handmade $3.50, $4.00 and
$5.00 Shoes for

$13.50, $12.00, $10.00
SUITS AND
OVERCOATS FOR $

$2.98

6•98

We have placed on sale soo pairs of
the well-known CROSSETT SHOE
for men, and they consist of broken
Iota of every fine shoe made by this
concern. They come in patent kid,
patent colt, vici kid, velour, gun metal
and box calf, tan and black, and are
made up in all the newest styles. We
have put one price on the entire lot
which is $2.98. So if you want a fine
pair of shoes do not miss the opportunity.

214 SUITS—Fine self-figured blue worsteds and plain blue serges; fancy
worsteds, Caseirryeres, cheviots, velours, granites and molten'. Single and
double-breasted; conservative and form-fitting styles; all sixes in the lot.
189 OVERCOATS—Fine Kersey*, Melton and Venetians. Body-tracingfiare-skirt-modela, as well as straight-back and box styles; 44 to sa inches
long; Cambridge and Oxford grays, and blues and blacks. THIS SEASON'S fall and winter stocks; up-to-date, high class, bona fide Sio.00, Sia.00
and $13.50 goods, at the clearance cut price of

$6.98
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was leading an earnest petition he p
were rejected for reasons of physity and sacredness of lo*, but it is a
suddenly stopped and said he knew
cal and nervous inferiority. The incold fact that it. is not enough capital
that one of the men was saved right
0 U
spector general reports that from ao
on which to get married.
then. At almost the same instant
to 6o per cent were unfit for military
Those who look at matirimony soleone of the ladies jumped tip and said
duty
ly from a sentimental point of view
that she knew it was her husb-nd, al"The situation became a world scanact as if life ended, as a novel does,
though be was a locomotive enigneer
dal and parliament appointed a comat the church door.
and was out on his regular run.
missien to inquire into the causes of
You can't lead a giddy butterfly to
SENATOR BEVERIDGE SAYS this decline of the English people. I COL. JOSEPH E. POTTER AND
"When the engineer reported at NEW BILL ADOPTED BY CON- the .altar and escort a practical cook
REV FIELDS TAKE ACTGRESS AFFECTS THOSE
CHILD LABOR IS A NAhome that night he told his wife that
hold the report of that commission
and washerwoman out.
IVE PART
IN PADUCAH.
TIONAL PERIL
during the day, while speeding along
in my hand. It is voluminous, minute,
A woman's idea of a perfect huson his locomotive he was saved right
unsparing. It shows that the condiband is a man who will tell her she
in the cab.
tioes of factory life, universal use of
looks beautiful in a Mother clubbard
Both Deliver Addresses at the Rev
The
nutrition,
Law
Make
sthe
Minimum
Salary
liquors,
insufficient
alcoholic
and
While
curl papers.
Negroes
Strengthen
Schools
Care& Revival. Which Is ProvHere Stioa, and the Maximum
vicious living, poverty and other'like
Ignorance is the bane of matriLASH FOR WIFE-BEATERS.
Factories Weaken Caucaziana—
ing Great Gathering.
89c2i4 Per Year.
causes produced the physical inferimony. Before a girl has learned to
State Laws Futile
ority of a people who, historically
keep house or manage a husband she
Judge Goodnovr Favors Whipping
speaking. were only yesterday the
has generally killed him with dysPost for Chicago Husbands.
strongest men and women in the
Col. Joseph E. Potter and Rev.
The clerks in the Paducah postal- pepsia or lost his affection.
-Washington, 11. C., Jan. ea —Adworld.
is better to have loved and lost
fie
will be affected by the bill rePeter
If.
Fields
of
city
are
takthis
support
hii
of
dressing the bend* in
Chicago. Jan. as.—A amunicipal cently adopted at Washington class- than to have got married on a beer
"The source of all this is familiar
ing a prominent and active part in
bill prohibiting interstate commerce
ping :iota, such as is used in an east- ifying the salaries in the postoffices income when you hay.. Sampag le
to every student of English history
su thc products sfrf child labor. Sen•
and of human industrialism since the the Cates revival at Memphis. where ern city with startling results, was in the first and second class cities tastes.
the
warned
Indiana
of
Beveridge
toot
machine factory system came into they have been now for several days. advocated yesterday by Municipal the country !tact' It fixes the miniA sourtship can he conducted on
reuth that the white people of teat
pitiable The Memphis Commercial-Appeal of Judge Goodnow of the second district mum salary here at $600, while the hot air, hut it takes cold cash to run
life.
England's
The
cause
of
the
by
weakened
•ection were being
insufficiency in the Boer war runs Thursday stated as follows regarding court at South Chicago, as a s.obsti- maximum is egioo ler year, while the a family.
ivory labor qf children, while thr
There is only one woman in a thriiiback" a century and a quarter when a talk made by Co). Potter during the lute for a Bridewell sentence when bill provides that libe attaches can
'deck race was being strengthened by
men are found guilty of beating their be transferred from one service to sand who will use the same tricks tip
the
modern factory system of Eng- service the night before:.
school.
at
Attendance
"In response to a request from wives This method of stopping the
keep a husband that she did to catch
land was established.
the other.
Calling atteinien to the pe),i:71,1
•
Mr. Cates, lç. Potter of Paducah, evil of wife-beating, it was declared',
him.
southern
brothour
"This
word
lo
states:
dispatch
A
Washington
Eng
the
of
deterioration
and moral
who
was
an
earnest
worker
in
the
It i's only the unmarried men who
has been successful in the east.
ers. and it is a word of doom. While
"The sub-committee of the house
esh working classes as evidenced durgreat revival hild in that city, made
talk
opinion
of
people
white
Judge
The
of
working
Goodnow
loudly about what they would
the
the
is
postoffices
and
postcommittee
on
ing the Boer war, he said that the
south, composing the enormous ma- a ringing speech urging earnestness shared by many others in the South roads, which has been engaged in and would not let their wives dn. The
inployrnent of children in factoriea
jority of the entire white stock of and persistency in the sertice of God. Chicago district, 4here more cases of framing the postoffice appropriation married men are silent.
nisnaces the American citizenship of
"lie came to Memphis to help in wife-beating are brought to the attenEvery woman is an exception that
that section, are increasingly sending
bill, has agreed to report to the full
the future and threatens to produce
the
great meeting in progress here. tion of the police than in any other
disproves
thus
ever) theory about her
children
and
to
their
the
mills
committee the, following increases in
A generation physically weak, mentalsex —Ex.
wrecking the future of the white race lee told of an occasion during t4e Ilettiott of :lie city.
of
postal
the
employes.
salaries
ly dull and morally depraved.
The police of that district alen take
the negroes of the south arc increas- meeting held in Paducah when some
"Clerks in irst and second class
"The census," he said, "shows that
school 1200 or taco persons were shouting the same view in the matter as Judge offices in towns of less than es,ocso
sending
their
ing!)
to
childreti
Heads Big Railroad System.
nearly 2.000,000 child bread winner!
praises
to
God
at one time.
and thus improving the future of the
Goodnow. Some of them assert that population, minimum salary, $600 a
Jame
k McCrea of Pittsburg has asense
at
under is years of age are
"He totd of the great and lasting many of the men arrested on charges,
black race. We are deliberately weaktowns
ef
3
-ear;
maximum,
eetoo;
in
sumed
the reins of governmeet of
work Of these about yoo,o0o are enening the white race of the south good which had come to Paducah of 'wife-beating are the heads of fame from 25,000 to 75,000 population, Min- the Pennsylvania railroad lines, havgaged in work other than agricul
through
the
influence
of
the
Cates families and a sentence to the Briskwhile gradually strengthening the
-one. Child labor on the farm
meetings held there; of the building well, where the necessities to sustain imum salary, $600; maximum. etaoo. ing been elected to succeed A. J Ca%black race of the south."
The clerks in postoffices arc regraded satt as president of the company. He
good This bill does net astrike at
Senator geveridge said that state of one new church, the enlargement lif are provided, is welcomed Ly them and an arbitrary system of promotion was also elected to all
slavcry
the vacancies
that. It strikes only at Aild
attempts to prevent child labor were of two other:, and the increase of in- instead of being looked ttpon as a is established, and it ,is also provided created by the death of Mr.
Cassatt.
in factories and swea'tshop'
largely futile, as the state laws are terest and membership in all the co, punishment.
in the new c lassification bill that
That Mr. NfcCra nas fully in ac"Appalling as the census figurs,
operating
churches.
"In the event that a whipping post
not uniform, and as child labor kgare. they arc much below the tot ti
"Ile gave for thc benefit of the is established," said the judge, "I clerks can be transferred from one cord with the policy of Mr. Cassatt
was
impossible
'station
of
realizapart of the service to another. The and that he will go on with the labors
Men and women* who have give
tion in some states because of the workers some notable instances of an- would suggest that four judges pass increase means an extra appropria- begun by him was assured
by his
years of painstaking investigation te
political power of the interests op- swers to prayer, including the salva- on such cases so as to prevent the tion of about esoo.000."
announcement made directly after his
this evil testify that only a part el
tion
5;if
who
one
man
was
so
dead
posibility of one judge teng his powposed to it.
electing.
little children at work in 5actorier.
"Taking up the question of the con- in earnest to be saved that he v.ould er to vent his spite against e prisonLike hfr. Cassatt, Mr. McCrea besweatshops and Mines were oeturned
CENTURY
OVER
OLD
stitutionality of the proposed law, he not leave the church at the close of er"
gan
at the very bottom of the ladby the census enumerators.
the
meeting, several of the best worksaid:
And Walked Eighteen Miles to der. Born. in Philadelphia on May
"If these children do not die but
crobeing
impressed
with
his
earnest"The bill is constitutional. It proBrain Lades.
r. 1848. he entered railroad service
grow up into manhood and womanGrandson's Trial.
ness said that they would stay there
hibits
the
in
interstate
transportation
in June, 1865, as rodman and asA
new
broom
does not sweetp
hood they become enemies to sociwith him all night if necessary. About
ety. I do not blame them. They commerce of the products of child la- 2 o'clock the next morning he was clean.
Charles Tuck and Jill Johnson are I aistent engineer with the ConnellsThe easiest thing in the world is t two colored boys who were arrested vine & Southern Pennsylvania rail
know that they arc not the equais bor. The power of congress over in- gloriously saved.
t
inof their fellows in -body, mind or sou!, terstate commerce is absolute. It
"At the close of Mr. Potter's talk to make mistakes; the hardest ie to on the charge of throwing rocks into road ,and remained in that position for
to
power
the
volves
prohibit
the
that _their bodies are dwarfed, crookMr Cates gave a wonderful descrip- acknowledge them: the next hard- an Illinois Central passenger train at two years. He then took the position of rodman on the Wilmington
ed and weak, their minds dull and transportation of any art:de which in tion of the meeting described by Mr.' est is to profit by them.
Princeton.
congress ought to be
&
Reading railroad. In 1868 he,beA
pampered
stomach
is
worse
than
clouded, their souls darkened and vi- the opinion of
Potter. He said that the great conA picturesque attendant at the trial
prohibited."
came
an assistant engineer of the Algregation there was all so full of the a spoiled child.
was Jim Tuck, Sr., the grandfather
A tract to the freezing will not put of the Tuck boy. This old man claims legheny Valley. In 1871 he went in
"Physicians testify that nervous exspirit of God that they praised him
The Milleniurn.
the Pennsylvania and successively befor salvation and answers to prayers warmth in their blood.
haustion produced by child labor in
to he toe years of age, and if he is,
Sonic men advocate reform and se- he is remarkably well preserved. It came an assistant engineer and diSenator Foraker tells of a remark- in such a way that he did not try to
factories, sweatshops and mines not
vision superintendent, manager, gen-only stnnts growth, but produces; a able speech made by an illiterate spell preach a sermon atail, that the whole cretly seek to prevent it.
was reported about the court house
If we could we would cancel the yesterday that this old man had walk- eral manager and fourth vice presi-nervous irritation that calls for liquor binder in a western state, wherein time of the meeting 'until after tt
and tobacco and causes still another the orator, gradually working him- o'clock at night was taken up with insurance upon every apartment ed all the way from Bell's station. dent af the Pennsylvania lines west of
self into a hystefical condition, ex- the deep but quiet shouts of praise house where "no children" is the about eighteen miles. to this city so Pittsburg. He was soon promoted to
vice Worst than either.
the sesond vice presidency and since
rule.
"These children reaching what ploded his peroration something a! of the congregation.- .
as to be present at the trial, although
never
has
man
anything
who
A
to
-ought to be manhood and womanYesterday's Commercial 'Appeal
he was not summoned as a witness Mgr has been first vice president.
kfcCrea (also has been identified
good
to
do
man
these
is
citizens,
not
to
prinapply
a
when
"Fellow
spoke
as follows about Thursday
hood become the parents of offand he is so deaf that he cannot hear
when you want something important it thunder. Yesterday he sat on the with other railroads. Since Septemspring inheriting their degeneracy and ciples of ours is triumphant, we shall night's gathering there:
ber 8, 1893, he has been president of
done.
"Rev. Parker H. Fields of Paducah
these children in turn grow up ti have happiness and prosperity frorr
very back bench in the court room.
'
You can do so many favors for a holding in his hand a tobacco stick the Cincinnati & Muskegon Valley
prodose other children still more de- Maine to California, .from Florida o Ky., gave a splendid tribute to Rev.
generate. This ruin of 'Ameikan cit- Alaska, from Alpha to Omaha!"— J. S. Cheek, pastor of the Baptist man that he will come to the Point which he uses as a cane, and indus- railroad; since January 15. AO. preschurch of Paducah, who died while when he looks upon them as his just triously chewing tobacco. He show- ident of the Terre Haute & Indianapre- Harpers Weekly.
izenship. upon which alone
olis. and since August t, 1896. presiMr. Cates was holding the four due.
public rests, is too high a price to
ed no indications of the strain of the
dent ef the Grand Rapids & Indisee
babies
like
too
to
We
do
not
pay for making still richer a feiIt is not -what people eat, but what months' meeting in that city last
walk and seemed to be feeling as well
ana.
It
up.
and
awfully
dressed
clean
strong.
who are already too rich.,
them
makes
year.
that
digest
Mr.
they
Fields also. spoke in warmas any one in the room.—Hopkinsville
"What this theans to the future of It is not what they gain, but what est terms of the great meeting held leads us to believe that they are not New Era.
Italian Time.
-the nation is before us in an exam- 'they save that mages them rich. it in Paducah and the wonderful results having a good time.—Ex.
In
Italy
time is reckoned on the
ye that has startled the world—the is not what they read, but what they that have followed, and that still con,
Men, Women and Matrimony.
deterioration of the British people re- remember, that makes them learned. tinue to this day.
The only two classes that are free twenty tour-hour ;system. Thus, 3
The worst punishment of sin is
vealed by the Boer wai. When the It is not what they profess. but what
"J. E. Potter of Paducah also gave that one learns to love it.
to marry when they please are mil- o'clock in the afternoon is there desMidnight i7
an,000,000 who inhabit England. Ire- they practice. that makes them good. some very striking incidents that ocDirector—Say, my man, how is it lionairss and paupers—the former ignated as Is o'clock.
ea
o'clock.
of this
good
sense
The
land, Scotland 'and Wales were called
curred during that meeting.
that Shakespeare's statue is standing because thee Call afford to pay for
Ilion to furnish an army to meet 28,in the matter of train speed 'Aus"On one occasion eleven wives on the pedestal marked Scott?
luxuries, and the latter becanse they plan should commend its use by all
enlightened
nations.—The Travel
ono Boer farmers in South Africa an tria. italy and Spain are at the bet- were at the altar prayleg for their
Attendent—He ttluSt have got his have nothing to lose. Magt17.itte.
atterage of 30 per cent of all recruits torn of the list.
lost husbencls. While Rev, Mr. Cheek base on an error, sir —Prnoklyn ifc,
No one would undervalue the beau-
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1-every one of those five is composed
of two republicans and one democrat,
ttiough the board consists of four republicans and four democrats. The
PUBLISHED BY THE
Registei never took any stock in theREGLSTER NEWSPAPER CO
•
hue and cry raised by Palmer and
(Incorporated.)
those under Nis influence, fcrr we
COUUNTTY CLERK FINISHES
long ago convinced that they
acre
Broadway
Building,
523
At Register
PREPARING
THE
BIG
were adepts in the ways of cheap poliBATCH OF NOTES.
WILHELM,
President
JAMES E.
t•cians. Their every act, where an
Troefturer
JOHN WILHELM,
opening existed for party lines, has
ROBERT
.S. WILHELM. Secretary
been strictly partisan, and it ill be- Susan Collins Filed a Suit in the
County Court Against Annie
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu- comes them to cry "politics."
Townsend to Divide Property.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
We understand that Mr. Palmer has
asserted that the people of Paducah
One Year
iS-e•
are
for the republicans. H in the 'County, Clerk Hiram Smedley and
2.50
Six Months
1.35 face of the fact that every republican his corps of deputies, have finished
Three Months
.to candidate was defeated at the late arranging .an alphabetkal form a the
One week
document showing thouainds "fates
eleCtion,
.Mr. Palmer and his crowd that have
.
been recorded during III.:
Anyone failing to receive this paper
can arrive at that belief, we fear !past five years with the clerk, s
regularly should report the matte: to
The Register Office at once. Tele- that the esteem in which those mem+ money loancd.jrom cite par
bias hold themselves is a great.that other. The -clerk has, turd
phone Cumberland 301.
over to ccedety board of
ehey are unable to see and realize
which is now going over thaw
the true state of public sentiment. to see that everybody pays
The defeat of the republicans last their notes. Wherever it is found the
year can be laid at the door of Pal- notes have not been given' in daring
mer and hfs crowd, who, last year the past five years for taxatioits!per•
ooscs, they are added now On' the
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
made a bold attempt to shut down hooka.
k
the city light plant and turn the street
e
City Jailer.
#
Suit to Divide Land.
lighting over to the light company,
We are authorized to announce the
Susan Collins filed a suit iii the
aroused
intheir
much
so
hut
act
cauIdacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
county court yesterday against Annie
jai! , subject to the action of the dignation that a great crowd of Townsend, in
which she asked ear a
dan cratic party.
citizens went to the council chamber division of land they are jointly inand succeeded -in thwarting Palmer's terested in.
are authorized th announce the
outragious
attempt to turn the city
a'ail acy of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
Licensed to Marry.
lighting
over
to that corporation. In
'city .jailer, subject to the action of
Lennie Grief, aged 18 of Inglgside
the pcanocratic party.
a few weeks thereafter, Palmer and a The Willie Harrell, aged 18, of Ragcrowd insolently denied ihe peo- land, were granted a license yesterday
mhp arc authorized to announce the his
ple the' right to vote on owning a by the clerk to marry.
candacy of Sam L Beadles for city
ja0v, subject to the action of the a titer and light plant, and later in.
• ileotascraac party.
the year be was one of the prime
movers to fasten a long term conRailroad Commissioner.
tract on the city for tire plugs, but
We are authorized to announce
Ceoage W. Landram. of Livingston the propositio.n was defeated at thi
c, aloe, as 'a candidate for railroad polls. A deficit of $4..a000 was als$,
•
commissioner from the First Rail- eteated by that crowd. These are
family had died. She had not been
lead district of Kentucky; subject to the things that disgusted the people
OPERATORS
COAL
CLAIM
keeping in constant comMunicattou
action of the democrat party.
oi Paducah with Palmer and his
RAILROAD CONTROLS ILLIwith them, therefore knew no: of the
NOIS PROPERTIES.
crowd.
Last November the) got a
purported death. moil •41,11c \‘ I
Saturday Moraing, January 26, tapir
%%hack at some of them, and next
She asked tie nia)or Iv ec ma in'
November if Palmer and the rest of
f
A Unique Position.
The Road Seems to Be Getting n
could
not locitc her people, and the
his crowd put up their heads for
Deep As Result of the Investiga
chief executive turned the cummaniP4sident Palmer of the board of other, they will meet a like fate.
RAILROAD
NEW
FROM
PADU- TOM NEELY, OF HAMLETTSnon by Cirnrnission
cation over to the police, who are now
aliternsli occupies a unique position.
CAH TO HICKMAN VIA
BURG. REPORTS THEFT
If the people of Paducah want the
looking
to see if they can find Mrs
MAYFIELD.
OF HIS BOAT.
He is president of the board by f till measure of Palmer and his crowd,
afathis. Thus far the; have not.
the 'grace of himself, he having cast it is summed up in bater partisanGreensille, Ky., Jan. J5.—That the
his atote for his own election to that aiip and they are for athe corporations Illinois Central ralroad is the owner
FOUGHT IN ALLEY WITH
of:coal mines situated in its territory, Company Backed By Large Capital— Mary Ntcholir Colored. Claimed to
NEGRO FOR STOLEN PAPERS
hondrary position. Without his on against the people.
It may take is the allegation that is made as the
Some Right-of-Way Already
the Police That Her Husband
St IA uss, Jan. is.—Mrs. Carric
%site he could not have been elected. some time for many to be convinced, reault of recent investigations in
Secured
Whipped Her—Looking for
eart :based a negro thief (ruin her
mid in voting for himself he cast the tut such will in due time he the tonnection with the charges of the
.
Mrs. Mathis.
nurse. No. to Notth Ewing a%cnue.
deciding vote in his own favor. result.
Inbrrat*
been
has
road
that the
grappled
aith him in the dark alley
,
&stilts( of discrimination.
The following copcerning the use
.• .
Pre iident Palmer** position is a
So far as the Register is concerned .At the recent investigation here
lictwc.:n
Chestnut
and Pine streets,
at railroad, the Paducah Southern, apToni Neely yesterday telrphiincd and attested iroam his
unfair one for another reason, for it is not particularly `interested
giasp papers
one was asserted by witnesses that Illi- pears in the Mayfield Messenger
the police over the long distance north several thouiand
even with his own vote to elect him. way or the other as to who const- nois Central officials were intoreocel
dollars. which
"Articles of incorporation were filed telephone from Ilamlettsburg.
he had stolen from her house. After
alie becomes the president of a body
tutcs the general council. We have in certain mines and that these mines in Paducah Wednesday, January 23, that some one had stolen his fine
obtaining
the papers she freed the
:„ 41lioh a majority of its members no favors to ask of that body. In enjoyed more than their fair allot- t927, woh an authorized capital of skiff he night before, and as hi susnegro and returned home
during
ment
cars
periods
of
car
the
of
N L 4 not in favor of
for the an official way, to
him ,
$ao.coo for the purpose of building the pected the thief %souk] be coming
a certain degree, shoTtage.
Mrs. Lilian heard a noise its her
Paducah Southern railroad from Pa- this way he desired the Paducah poa• pi,sjdency. All daring his term, he
home about dusk Wednesday evening
this editor comes in cOntact with that
Now it is charged that the Illinois ducah to Hickman,
ISy., via Mayfield, lice to keep a lookout for the outfit. and opened
and his seven colleagues will be conthe door to the diningbody, and if our views are not in- Central actually owns coal mines in Fulton and Union City.
a full description of ahich he gave room. Confronting her
scious of the fact that the honor
was a welldorsed, why that's their business, and Lentils through another corpor3aion.
"I). A. Archer, of New York. Ben the authorities
dressed black man weighing at least
Certain Illinois coal properties,
v.1•411 he may perhaps enjoy, did not
we cheerfully accord to others the whir% are entensire and have .1 Wcillc, of Paducah; G. le W'right, of
teio pounds. He fled. ,She followed
c, me to him by the vote of a maWife Complains.
right to tank for themselves, And considerable output arc controlled by Brookport, Ill., and other capitalists
and overtook him in the alloy.
), at* of the other aesen members.
Walter Nichols, colored, aas at
"Give me those papers you stole."
v:e propose to exercise the same the 'Mississippi Valley Corporation.- are named in the articles of incorporation. This company is backed by rested yesterday at Tenth and Wish- she
• No one will question the right oi a
stock.
their
holds
capital
%reich
demanded. The negro tried to
right.
n ars.ko vote for whom he pleases, but
It is asserted that the Illinois Cen- plenty of capital to build the road. ington streets at the instance of is elude her. • Mrs. Elhart grasped his
We congratulate President Palmer
tral, in turn has in its treasury notes Some of the right-of-way has already wife. Mary, who charges that her hus- wrists and struggled .until he passed
1'82e/swill question the propriety of
over the unique position be holds, as given by the Mississippi Valley Cor- been secured and it is the intention band whipped ame otherwise m"- over
the box of papers.
a man voting for himself. Real Ilion
of the promoters to build the road and treated her
si.11 as his thoughtfulness in follow- eoration to the amount of over
He
then fled. Mrs. Elhart misted
ors are those bestowed by others, and
-ing his own convictions by voting ammo°, with the stock of the varier, base it in operation before the close
$4.40 and reported the theft yesterday
n n ly self.
of the year 1907.
Looking for Mother.
"Those papers were of great value.'
for Use man whom he thought best coal companies attached as collateral.
"It is to be of standard gauge and
Mayor Yetser yesterday received a said Mrs. Erhart. "1 just
1 f President Palmer in voting for qualified for the high honor of being The Mississippi Valley Corporation
couldn't see
for the use of both electric and steam letter from Mts. D. C. Dennison, of them
himself was actuated by a desire to president of the board of aldermen. carries the coal companies and the
Illinois Central carries the Missis- power, and will do both freight and 1746 Chauteau street, St. Louis, in
Pt
, *tree the public, does he not also And
passenger traffic and is to be built as which she asks for information of
we likewise wish to congratulate sippi Valley Corporation.
Fishes have been discovered in
.ClIC4 the way for the accusation that
the democrats over the peculiar man-' Dtiring the aiveatilaation by the near on an air line sas possible from her mother. Mrs. R. F. Mathis. Mrs. Guatemala with two pairs of eyes.
Kentucky railroad commission into Paducah to Mayfield and the same Dennison said she left Paducah a One oar does
. he rdao desired to serve 'his own per- rer
in which the historical deadlock
duty above water and
the complaint against the Illinois from Mayfield to Fulton, Union City number of years ago, and since leav- the other belote,
son*ambition? We have been given was t-oken
_the fish tints being
•
Central,
filed
William
Eades, of and Hickman.
by
I
ing here had heard that her mother able to see equally well in
to utlerstandliy thtese iti touch with
tsvo elethe Hillside Coal company, of Padu"rt is the intention to make the Pa- and several other members of her ments.
the ittuatiOtt that the democrats, after
cah, two witnesacs charged that rail- ducah Southern a part or. at least a
ate* the deadlock to be hopeless,
Appropriation for Rivers.
road stockholders hold part of the conne.oing line with a new road that
wer ready to elect a republican
to
it IS an ill . wind that blows good bonds of the coal companies, which, is to be built ftoin Brookport.
CONDENSED STATILMINT OF
it was allegied, have been getting St. Louis.
eta than Mr. Palmer. and from thc to no
one. While the St. Louis Re- more cars than should have gone to
"Arrangements
have
already/been
want+lource we'also learned that Mr. pubric is very
much displeased over them.
perfected to cache+ bonds for
Valritta's cand:dacy for the presi- the, rivers and
Both Williay Eads and R. M. Solo- $2,000,000 to build the road
harbors bill, because
from Pacline
i was 'not so,veryagreeable to. the appropriation
for the Mississippi mon, and operator at Islex, declared ducah to Hickman
that the Illinois Central has stocknot n republicans. These reports. river
'It is now given out that just as
above Cairo was cut consider- holders
who are interested in other
dioweIririt way have been but mere ably, yet the
PADUCAH, ICIENTUCKY
people along the -Ohio companies, and it was charged that soon•as the detail work is completed
the work will begin.
talk, and we were not stack-Tilly in- river,
will not complain. The Repub- the Central Coal and Iron Company
Close of Business December 31, 1906.
"The people .. along the line are
terested in the matter to look into lic
and the W. G. Duncan Coal comsays:
anxious
to
give
most
right-ofof
the
as,them.
RISOU BCE'S.
"The Ohio river, as Inch feeds the panies were the ones who had profited way for the new roipil."
by the discrimination. More than inIt may be urged that Mr. Palmer can=
Loans 'and Discounts
erce of Cincinnati and other ference was given ay the statement
ele4.363 97
voted for himself because the city
towns in Mr. Burton's own state, that stockholders of the Illinois Cen- ARMY NOW RILLS
-Stocks and Bonds •
24:00C1.Or)
solicitor threatened proceedings to gets more than $4,000,000,
while for tral (hold part of the bond issue of
RATS WITH GERMS Banking House Furniture and Fixtures
14,0a0. 7
.h-tak the deadlock. but the fact that' the..Mississippi
below the mouth of .1150,0O0 of the W. G. Duncan Con!
Cash and Exchange
company.
lir. Palmer had in his pocket a list the Ohio
56.709-95
• •
betterments to the imount
IN'ashington, Jan. 25.—War departof the committees lie intended to of $itesoo,000
Air
are provided. Cincina
11111(119111
officials
have
ment
order
placed
an
SOCIAL PLEASURES,
appoint, makes it very plain that he nati and the
for several hundred pounds of a preprest of the Ohio towns
$262,,54.09
tad come to tbe conclusion to vote along
the river arc to have an open Mrs. Henry E. Thompson Had the aration which is guaranteed to kill
LIABILITIES,
rats and Mice in a sort of geometric
for himself, for he knew that his
Bridge Whist Club With Her—
way to the sea.
progression, the rodents to die off the Capital Stock
Dining for Bride and Groom.
democratic opponent was confined to
$ so,000.00
For the long stretches of navigable
•
Mrs, Henry E. Thompson, of South premises, and at the same time not to
Ills bed with malarial fever and that
Profits
Undivided
..
•
•
4,218.79
water in the Mississippi above the Sixth street, entertained the Bridge affect cats, dogs or 'human beings. It
•
the three democrats could not desert
is
preparation
said
the
'that
Deposits
has been
thouth of the Ohio and in the afis- Whist club yesterday afternoon at her
.207925-30
their. tiUninec while he was absent
iitairi the bill carries only a little more home, where a happy time was spent thoroughly tested, and the stuff has
i; lit!. Or
alai ill.
beett ordered for ever). post in the
•
#ohit
4- •
than three-quarters-as much as is set by the twelve members.
$262.154.09
army.
'
Miss
Julia Scottaof Madison street
We have heard ;loch about politics'
apart for the Ohio alone. Both the
It
is
said
that
the
preparation
is
a
entertained
members
of
the
familks
from Mr. Palmer and his republican
Missouri and the Upper Mississippi of Miss Martha Davis and Mr. Ed- sort of bacteria culture, an8 %Olen A efividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of
colleagues, and of their hypocritical
of the past six months, and credited to the
are .cut off from the deep water in ward Bringhurst last evening at :a spread on bread or biscuit is eaten
cries are hot politienl clap-trap 'we e
the lower river by the niggardly pro- sumptuous dining. The well known without suspicion by the rat. Later siockholders payable on demand.
claim that it is the other side that
tlia animal is troubled with liver corrvision made for channel work- be- fouple marry next week.
-plays politics. but to show that such
The Hotel Craig guests had many : plaint. 'of which he eventually dies
twee.n St. Louis and Cairo."
friends to enjoy a delightfel dance'and then his relatives gather and eat
invite cur readers to scan the. makeup the remains. They are also infectwith them last evening upon the
up of the committees appointed by
ing floor of the hostelry at Fifth and ed and also die of liver trouble, until
Po -ident Palmer. Of the conninittres
Over 4,000,000 bottles (if pickles
Jefferson streets. The jolly crosscl finally the entire rodent community
there are bat five of importance, and are camp weekly in the euitcd States. whiled away the time until midttight, is -dcetroyed.
ba:a.ae.
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SOLICITOR'CONTINUES FILLABOR COUNCIL
ING BY THE WHOLESALE TAKES ACTION
LARGE BATOR OF SUITS INSTITUTED BY 'TIt2 SOLICITOR
AGAINST PARTIES HE CL AIMS OWE BACK TAXES TO
THE MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT-JUDGE REED YESTERDAY ORDERED RE-SOLD THE
RIGLESBERGER
MILL
PROPERTY ON SOUTH THIRD STREET-.OLLIE GATLETT,
COLORED, PERMITTED TO PLEAD GUILTY TO SHOOTING IN PASSION, AND WAS FINED $roo.
3

RESOLUTION DECLARING CUMBERT AND "UNFAIR" INDORSED AT MEMPHIS.
-

ASKS OTHER UAIONS
TO AFFILIATE

BABY TORTURED
DO
N
GI
LB
ER
TO
BY ITCHING RASH

"`"Phillim
"
.
"
1111"
11

Face and Feet Covered -Rest
Broken and Would Cry Until Tired
Out -"Cradle Cap" Added to
Baby's Torture- Tries Cuticura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment.

Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Hbine of thWallow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no back
number, are you?". Arid, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" with
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Springs."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will
do everything
he says he will, and for this month, and this month
only, he
will give to his patrons, friends and enemies,
a chance to
procure the Celebrated

a\.
aassames•••••
0
s' 9utother batch of suits was tiled term of court the suit of E. Relikopf
yeas day in the circuit court by the against the Starks-Ullman Saddlery
city .. solicitor against parties he company for several hundred dollars A HARD FIGHT IS ON BY THE
ELECTRICICAL-WORKERS
,...-____
cleans owes the city back taxes on Rehkopf claims due him for goods he
theiroiroperty. The names, amounts sold the others.
AND OTHER UNIONS.
i•iwy baby wee about nine months
oid when Me had rash on her face and
ellainied and for the years, are as
The jury gave J. B. F. Briggs judgfeet. Her feet seamed to irritate her
folloirs:
ment for $600 against Fletcher and
most, especially
• M1. James Ramage, $44.95, for Foreman, the latter owing Briggs that Committee of Stri '
nights. They would
'de Securing
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale
eause her to be
1904 5; Vernon J. Blow, $3.43, for much on a $1,too account incurred
prices, in reOrder:. for D'
' uance
broken at Jser rest,
membrance of his birthday anniversary and in
10
1
A
1
_
i
too5;i.: Mary Percy Hsys, $:1.0, for through some timber transactions.
appreciation of
of Phdh .
and somets she
•
what one and all have done for him since he
‘,4,,
),,, would 07 until she
itto3404-o5; C. L. VVIhitesides, $3.3.41.
opened, two years
There was dismissed without prejuago.
i.
•
was
*),-.6-7
Ured
out.
I
had
° for 005; George Shelton, $65.05, for dice the suit of J. B. F. Briggs against
always used Cuti.r.:12
wog_ Thomas A. Lawrence, $10.12, the Sbeiril-King Lumber company for
:
-a=',. curs &sip myna.
mphis Commercial Appe .1
The
Villral
l0
and had heard ot so
for atoa-o5; Mary B. Berry, $31.43, for $1,146.11 claimed due for a raft Sherof yesterday says:
many
by
most. Martha H. Wilkins, $6.21, for rill-King bought from Fletcher and
.
.44
7.4t
.
,
A
1
l
ak,
Cuttoura
4
cures
the
resolution
By the indorsement of a
4 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
that I thought
1eo5f: . F. Holt, $2.15, for toos; Rob- Foreman. Briggs claimed Fletcher
Rt
adopted by the Electrical Workers'
e.41. kg.
'
ij
7
would
give
them
a
'
97
ith, $1.74, for 1903; J. R. Ific- and Foreman had no right to sell the union,
-irt
trial. The
the Trides atrii Litior counsil
.
Inty , $16.78, for igoa-o5; Lillian raft, hut now Briggs dismisses the
wasist=
of Memphis at its meeting last night to a few bows, and meet
belay I
used
Proctor, $3.05, for loos; M. and E litigation against Sherrill-King. .
6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash
&dared the Cumberland Telephone
test
Whiskey.
Randle, 001(4 for I 1-o004-05; Le.
_
There was dismissed as settled the and. Telegraph company "unfair" and allie
wareb"e
welltthe
and
(
tra
uever
bar
*Boa I alio used it to remove what
.A05; Julia suit of G. B. Williamson . against
-nora • J.; ye,..$
asked :I; affiliating unlions and friends
Imoirn as "cradle cap" boa her
Wright,
14, F.
-434; Mesish L Clarence Sherrill. Williamson claimed
and k worked Uks g ell=s
t
to, cease patronizing that compans iii
Conley,
12 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash
and healed the andpig
9de . Charjrt some 15ne stole his fine mare and -sold any., way:
Whiskey,
Now
I
keep
Gutimarts
Ttickitr,
5;.Ro- her to Sherrill, who die not knOw of A committee composed of Vice Prest
Xli14111-04-0
in case of any Iletht
°1=Te
zena Burton, $2.89, for too; Lela the manner in which the horse came
bites, as it takes cad MO
Noonan of the National Elecat onoe. Perhaps Oka
Tboopson, $6.94, for 1903-0.4; Henry into possession of the party selling is ident
Workers and two representatives
tric
nseans
ia
et helpinitur
?
off
MB.. $44.6d, for t9ot-oa-o3-cia-o5; It) lom.
babies.
Mrs. Hattie
a
of the Memphis local appeared at the
Louie C. Lutz. $14-33. for 1903; Isaac
Sm, Ms., June 9, 1906."
meeting of the Trades and Labo:
Bolei, $6.35, for ion; George Bosh,
Criminal Proceedings.
.-ouncil at its regular meeting at the
$6.27, for tope; Mrs. %V. W. Wilkins
distilled at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessey & Co., for
this
presented
Sevaal years ago Perry Bryant was Italian hall last night and
month only at the followirg prices:
and Mrs. L C. Ogden, $49.90, for
declaring the telephone
riaolution
the
full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
loos-03; Louis 5. Pe t ter, $37.oa, for arrested on the charge of breaking
Consiothig of Caticura Soap'
comi any uufair toward union labor
tooa-its-ost Nellie A. Moss. $6.5a, for into Wallerstein's clothing store. He
01111tmen
t
and Pills.
The inure matter el the recent strike
1904: If. J. Jackson.96 cents, for loos; gate ;bond and was *cleated, then
ski& eet ill often eankinat to ems
eiscussed before action was tak•
Josephin
$4.3a. for Igoe; skipped\ out The property be mort=Ca
en on the resolution, which was in6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
and
‘ Cora and'
ci
llar
llirtulge
i
r, $24-45. for gaged in giving the bond was then
nnanimous
council
the
by
ly
dorsed
regisk
and
J.
:
L. Putman, $7.72, for loos; ordered sold and the money turned
hair. from infancy to age, when an
i Olive Springs,16.95. for tool: Colored into the state treasury to take up the Nearly every delegate entitled to a other remedies and even the brat physiMasonic Stock company, $11.ofl, for forfeited bail. Now yestel•day the seat io tae council was' present, mak- cians fall. Guaranteed absolutely pure.
12 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
ne
mac Mrs Mollie Conner, $.2.3t, for judge corrected the order of sale inc the meting one of the largest held
action
taken
time
Tire
some
for
is
loos: Samuel Holland. $1072. for while Master Commisisioner Cecil
1905.
Reed filed a report showing he had to mean that a hard and bitter tight
•
disposed of this property to William i being entered upon by the unions
Remember that the CeIsbrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
Teeny's Docket.
is a pure sow-mash whisi ey, not a sweet mash,
, B. Walters for $3oo. The property is which will make an effort to boycott
nor a continu
the company into recognizing the de:
The cases set for tr:al today are Ion Ellobeth street.
()us nut of the etilL
action
of
union.
trends
the
of
The
'American-German National hank vs.
Across the "Brook" and over the "Hill," at "The Home
011ie Catlett, colored, was allowed
of
1. Rclikopf; Conncill-Dougler Ma- It to plead guilty to shooting in sudden the Trades and Labor couned is in- hind the winner.
the Willow Springs," an "Early Time& in ieos.. "Jack
and
tended
trouble
affect
only
local
to
the
handicap,
The
ten-mile
open
to cart
chine cr.:missy vs. the McKinnie Ve- beat usd passion and was tined $tooi
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated -Willow Springs"
with
Dorm Gilberto at No. 116 South Fourth Street, Paducah
veer and Package company; Falward He MAI then released from the county and it will not attempt to use it, of all classes and power, was won
Ky.
influence
cause
strikes
to
among
elecby Blakely in the same car in %chid
Rawl*va lijinois Central; James A.!jail, where be has been confined for
Herring rs.
s. Mary A. Allison.
SOMA months. He shot Lesi Trice, trical workers in any other city or he drove to victory in the too-mill
The American-German bank sues i colored. through the leg and arm dur- state. This may be done, howekr event. Blakely had a 45-second hanMr Rehkopf to recover money from ing k fight they had over a crap game by the national organizatiou of elec- dicap aad covered the distance in
him, but as the federal court has or- in the alley running from Ninth to trical workers. The Trades and La- minetes, 44 seconds, the fastest time
.
dercd
Mr. Rehkopf personally into Tenth Letween Washington and Clark bor council, being a very influential in the event. Rogers, in the scratc 1
Come go with me to the Willow Springs,
.
body 01 labor representatives, will car, a 25-horsepower steamer, fin
bankruptcy, where his firm has been streets
Have you ever yet been-there?
havg some weight in determining fur- ished fifth, making the ten miles it
Take a drnk, and you are sure to think
pushed, this case will be continued
ther action with reference to the..lominutes to 2-5 seconds.
You own the arth and air.
%hen called thi• morning.
Sued on Account.
,
cal situation.
The 5-mile event for ft-wring elf '
The Councill-Dougier Machine cow
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
Glaeber, the liveryman
Es-en before the indorsement of the listed between $tscio and $3000 wa
• puny claims the NicKianic Veneer
He will dip, and talk, and tellfiled
suit
in
the
circuit
resolution
court
by
Trades
the
yesterday
and
Labor
and Packaue company owes it $5145
won by Kull in a 35-horsepower gasEarth's
flowers may blast and the green grass die.
against
W.
A.
Rattan
for fft6 claimed council, steps were being taken to se oline car in 5 minutes, 32 t-5 seconds
for a ...cneerinsp machine the outside
But what care you-"All's well."
due
for
rigs
Ilogan
cure
lifted
boycott
a
telephone
the
of
from
compeople sold the Paducah firm The
An effort was made by Marriott i
pany.
McKianie people cliim the machine Glauber. stable
the .steam racer in which he last
The Willows spring. and 'he springs speak back,
A dozen of the striking girl oper- made the mile in it os seconds
was no. like ordered, works impropAnd the good old world jogs onr
ators and those sympathizing with lower that record. The
erly, therefore they have a bill of
But what care those who have felt its thrill
attempt fa
them have been circulaling among his time being 31 4-5
dainagi-s i Coo against the Conacill.
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
seconds.
the business firms and subscribers
Dougler company. The Veneer penOther mile trials were run pri: •
A song may die,
of the Cumberland Telephone corn- pally to determine
't' acknowledge to an indebted
handicap in c..e::•
And the world forge t both you and other things,
pans-,
presenting
an order to W. K. yet to come, but no
,(ess of the difference betacen th
unusual time os
Unless
you see and feel the flow
Boardman
the
,
local
manager,
request
total coat of the machine and the
made save that of E. F. Stanley. who
Of good old Willow Springs.
ipg him to remove the phones from drove
amount McKinnie claims for defective
a fully equipped touring cal
their places at once. It was reportee a mile.. iii
machinery and improper running.
Then take us back to Willow Springs.
45 2-5.
Ed Rawls sues for about $too dam- CHARLES NALL ACCUSED OF at the strike headquarters'that sev
Down by a shady dell;
era' hundred subscribers had signed
TAKING 'T'RUST COMPANY
ages from the railroad on the ground
Let us think and drink and ro:1 onst'-e grassthe orders, which will be forwarded tr
FUNDS
that he checked his trunks and grips
For the good old spriogs won't teil.
the manager at once. The following
4 out of Paducah for another point
•
is said to be a copy of the order:
down in Tennessee, hut the trunks
Memphis. Tenn
got lost • and were never delivered. Luby Veal is Acrused of Keeping
'
Blov.n in thE
Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph
This case will he dittuissed this
Money Given Him to Buy Or.
The steamer Bottorff leaves Nash.
Company, W. K Boardman, Man- vile today and gets here
'morning alto, it having been compro
tiers With-Negro Arrested
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
tomrwrow.
ager:
mused by the road.
She hes at the wharfboat until MonDeir Sir-Owing to poor service day before departing for Clarksville
S j James Herring claims Sion from
At the Home of
.
rendered
by your company, and beMrs. Allison for engineering a deal
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
James S. Nall, assistant cashier of
whereby he was to sell the lady's the Mississippi Valley Banking com- lieving that such poor service is : Fowler departs for Cairo and comes
farm to atio!her. The land is worth pany of Grand Tower, Ill., has been result of insufficient and incompetent back tonight about to o'clock.
Smoot) and Herring -charges that it arrested on the charge of embezzlin help employed by your company, and
The Kentucky gets away for the
g being
in sympathy with your former Tennessee river tonigilit and
was sgreed he was to get taw for fundis end haken to Murphysbo
returns
ro,
getting a purchaser. -Reface he made
where be gets a trial February : operators, I wish to discontinue my again ;wit Thursday.
patronage of your company, and re• a trade Mrs. All:son Sold the farm He is well known in
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
Paducah, being
quest that you remove your phone yesterday and comes. back
herself. Herr* Addis he was the the son of Professor Nall,
tomorrow.
of Eddyr
only one Inthoittid to Sell and that
On returning from Cairo last night
and was cashier for four years from my premises. If phone 13 not
removed
for gator:sr the purchaser he is en- of the Eddyville bank.
within the next two days I -the tearner Dick Fowler decided
not
He married
titled to trio. while Mrs.- Allison con- Mais May Lou Dyens, a promincrt shall take the liberty of removing said to try to make any more trips tor
phone myself. Respectfully,
tends that when she arta.nged with Kuttawa girl, and
that-city on account of being unable
has been residiniz
Herring to sell the place she reserved lit Grand tower for only
Signed
to
get underneath the Illinois Central
about one
the Tight ,tp ;dispose of it herself, if year.
Address
railroal bridge just out of the Egypshe found 'a* purchaser without the
Phone No
tian City. The river is so high none
snips are to cost $10,003,10oo each.
deal being made through Herring.
of the large boats can now get ninzer through congress.
Charged With Keeping Money.
The bill authorizes the expenditure
who is the real estate man
aleduct:((ii
The
one
universall
y
with
stacks
raised.
ENGLISH GASOLINE CAR
•
of
$2,000,000 for submarines. This i4
Luby Veal, the free rural delivery
drawn by naval experts from the
BEATEN AT.ORMOND
in addition to the $1,000,000 provided
mail carriersout Of Murray last fall,
TWO
DREADNAUGHTS
Yesterday's Business.
Japanese triumph over the Russian
, FOR AMERICAN NAVY navy is that Big ships, heavily arm- for strbmarines last year, which has
•
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed has 'been held to the federal grand
Ornimid-Daytonia Beach;. Fla.. Jan.
not yet been expended.
It also
filed a report showing the assets and jury by United States Commissioner as-The one hundred mile event for
ored and carrying,big guns, are the
W.
Armour
makes
Gardner
in
Saw
provision
bend
on
Building
for
two
torpedo
Program
of
liabilities Of the Rubber Grip Handle
House Com- most formidable in a battle on the
the Minneapolis cup, which was won
a
mittee Contemplates New
boats and one destroyer.
company. The doeisment showed the the charge of taking $tcaas farmerr yesterday by E. B. Blakeley, driving
. sea.
Ship This Year.
coucern owes $456r, of which $izoo Pn his rural route gave him to buy a 70-horsepower gasoline car in one
So the navy department, in prelim-.
Washington, Jan. 25.-Two "Dread- ing "the plans
is due :he City National hank, while money orders with and .putting the hour and 26 minutes, to seconds
for the battleship authAja chicago photographer claims t
cash in his pocket, not getting the though
naughts," battleships of the largest orized
there are only $436 assets.
eleven minutes behind Earp's
by congress last year, pro- have taken
the largest photograph ir
s'ize- and equipped with guns of the.
Felix G. Rudolph, administrator, requested ()Mfrs. Tic is the son of record of last year, drove a
v:ded for a, vessel of this character.
pretty
Mr.
heaviest
Gus
Veal,
caliber,
the
salesman
existence.
for the race, distancing
It is a full-length portrait
are to be_added to The naval bill as now completed apfiled a report showing that the late
every competitor. the 'United
States Navy if the pro- proves these plans, and authorizes
of Dr. Dowie, and measures 8x4 feet
Ws. Ida- al-ressig owed $1,283.57, Dark Tobacco Growers' association Hutton, in an English gasoline
a
car- gram agreed upon by tl:c house
com- sister chip. the two to be record- This photograph is not an
while the late Mrs. Catherine Hessig of McCracken county. He Ls a brother iinishe4 second, thirty-six
enlargeminute; be- mittee on naval affairs today
Rule
of
,
Veal.
goes boeaking leviathans of war. The
4.owes $,s5e 'These statements were
Tnierlt.
lodged in the suits that are winding
the estates of the two dead women
Jody Had No Hog.
fgl upMaster
Commissioner Cecil Reed
Jody Robertson, colored, oho live
was &Meted to reseltthe Rigiesberger our on the Cairo road,.was arrested
mill property on South Third street. yesterday on a warrant
gotten from
The commissioner sold it once before.,i Justice
Emery by Henry Sparks, col
that rime to Jeff 1). Read, who gave °red. Ato claims Robertson pre:ter:1de,
,
$31,000. for the property, hut having to own a fine hog
and sold it t
executed isct;aate frond the ground and Sparks, who gave
"IR KINCOPFICEMENT"
3to to Robertson,
• }mileage are ordered sold anew. The who, ir afterwards
developed, did
action was taken in the Phoebe not own any swine.
Sparks warrantRiglesberger eX parte =nit which is, ed Robertson for:
obtainiog money hj
Hell
for sitillienterir of 'sthli' Riglesberger fals pretenseS. Sparks
works for
••••••--•
estate.
.•
Captain Robert Noble en the 1atter'4
'here was contiOntd tintirtli* next farm down in the cotinty,

IMMEDIATE RELIEF
AND SPEEDY CURE

Willow Springs

Prices For This Month Only
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PURE APPLE BRANDY
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$3.60

$3.60

$3.60

$5.00
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$5.00

$9.60
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-WILLOW SPRINGS"

CHARGED WITH
EMBEZZLEMENT
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a
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RIVER NEWS

THE WILLOW
SPRINGS"

No._116:S. Fourth Street, Paducah, Ky

I 4

Best Kentucky and,Illinois Coal

j;Also dealer iitALime and Cement. Agent for White
hall and Agatite Cement

M. CNNNINGHAM

d 960,Yew..24:
.
:77,,Thirteenth arida-dams Strut

•Matta,EfingeraS Co. HARM

W

Undertakers and Embalmers.
PADUCAH. KT

130 S. TRIAD STREET:

"WE GOT THREE IN THE LAST THE GRAND JURY WILL INVESTIGATE HIS CANDY
HOUR—GOOD MON."
MACHINE.

Abram L. Well & CC
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident. Lite, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell Block.
Residence Phone 72.

-

Office Phone 3o0.
INSURE WITH

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency

Directory tompagy
01 Louisville, Kentucky

B
ranch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE

District Attorney Keeps Up His
Joseph Kolley. the Illinois Central
Hammering on "The Unwritten
For the Convenience of or patrons and the citizens of
We
Lew?.
Switchman, Given Continuance
nave placed copies of the directories a f the cities wooed below Padaltelb•
is tbia slam.
Until Next Wednesday.
.ng Regis er office at sae Broaden y, where the public is
invited to ail
C'
when dewing the address of any resident of the cities named.
1/1
New York, Jan. 25.—The morning
Will Centers, the "Pure Food
session of the Thaw trial adjourned
at i olclock, having secured one juror Show" man, was held to the circuit
Harold R. Fair, a printer, 35 years court grand jury by Judge Cross yesold, lie was the sixty-third talesman terday morning in the police court on
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
OF THE
*
examined.
the charge of setting up a gaming deMUT=
STATICS.
New York. Jan. ze.—District Attor- vice. His bond was fixed at $soc
ney Jetome and counsel for the de- and, executing same, he was released.
List of Directories on File
fense in the trial of Harry K. Thaw, He operated at the show a device
all expressed themselves today before which awarded a box of candy to
MAPUTO% COLO.
court opened as gratified at the ptog- someone every time a wheel was ALLE1W1ENY CITY. PA.
A T1 A NTA. GA.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
ress made in the work of selecting a turned. He would sell paddles at five
BALTIMORE, MD.
MILWAURES, WIS.
jury. Five men were in the box when cents each, they being numbered from
BOSTON, MASS.
MINNRAPOLIS. KIM
court adjourned yesterday and .one one to twelve, and whoever held the BRIDGEPORT.
CONN.
NASHVILLE, TRIM
of those connected with the case pre- paddle with the number duplicating BRONX,
N. Y.
NAUGATUCK,
after
machine
on
the
indicated
cempleted
that
jury
will
be
dicted that the
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NEWARK. N. I.
by Manday night. In this cent the the wheel was revolved got the box BUFFALO. N. Y.
4
NEW
ALBANY, IND.
• of candy.
trial proper will begin Tuesday.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
NEW
HAVEN,
COME.
Jesse Wilson was dismissed of the CINCINNATI. 0.
Thaw himself took more interest Ii
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
the proceedings yesterday and two breach of the peace charge against• CHICAGO. ILL.
NEWPORT, KY.
additional jurors would have been se- him, he being accused of whipping CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
cured had it not been for his inter- Lonnie Bissell.
COLUMBUS, 0.
NORWICH, COMM.
The court dismissed :he warrant COLORADO CITY,COLO.
ference. A talesman had prevee acPADUCAH, KY.
ceptable to the district attroney att.! charging Ed Burrows with using in- COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
to Clifford W. Hartridgc, the leading sulting and profane language toward COVINGTON, ICY.
RICHMOND, IND.
another.
a
counsel for Thaw, %hen there was
DAYTON. 0.
RICHMOND. VA.
Until next Wednerday was post- natio/FR. COLO.
sudden gathering of heads ore• the
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH.
table at the head of which sat Thaw. poned the warrant charging Switch- DETROIT, MICH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
The juror was about to be sworn man Joe Kolley of the Illinois Cen- DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ST. PAUL, MINN.
vhen this occurred and Mr. Hartrilge trai with stealing four quarts of whis- DULUTH, MINN.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
stopped proceedings to hear what ky from a boxcar in the local yards.
SOUTHPORT, COMM.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Thaw had to sat. Wlhen the couierSPRINGIMELD.
IEFFERSONVILLE.
ence ended the prospective juror •Nag
STRATFORD, COMM.'
Bridge or Craps?
, ...eedchallenged for cause. This
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
Without committing ourselves to KANSAS CITY, EAS.
TOLEDO,0.
ing happened a second time •litrieg the proposition that "bridge is as bad KNOXVILLE, TENN.
LOB ANGELES. CAL.
UTICA, N. T.
the day. Thaw again objecting to
as craps," ne feel moved to remark
WATERBURY, CONN.
talesman. who was accept4l.1: to that Judge Fite of Cartersville. Ga., LOUTSVILLE.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
I\NS
YONKERS, N. Y
counsel.
has exhibited less than genuine southMANCHESTER. VA.
Thaw Pkamid.
ern chivalry in his recent charge to
COPtal lkIF PADUCAH DIRECTORY
11.14.2 rON
Thaw seemed pleased with ti t:iv•, the grand jury of that high spirited
SAL:
the and progressive town.
work. lie said to the keeper
LAC
Tombs last night:
There is nruch to be lad in criti"We got three in the f- ast laa:i hour corn of bridge, and a great deal to
(meaning jurors).land they art goo] be said in celebration of craps. Conmen too. I think."
sidered as games which amuse and
The district attorney kept up le. reward. their votartes, and generally
hammering on the "unwritten Ian" infuse much-needed stimulation Into
and a possible deviation from the dull and arid lives, both bridge and
written law governing the criminally craps arc entitled to grttcful recoginsane. Yesterday afternoon he add- nition. The circtunstance that bridge
ed another feature to his plan ior ex- is represented by the wealthy and
amination. asking the talesman if :hey the powerful; that it enlists the inmere capable of withstanding appeals terests of the highly placed and serves
to their own emotions and feelings to while away their luxnrious ennui—
and if they thought they could pass this circumstance is the merest dc•
•
on the prisoner's case coldly anti tail. It Is an obvious accident which
calmly, according to the . instruction' has alienated our aristocracy from
in the law they would receive frem craps and secured their affections for
Good plumbing means
the judge. This was taken as a sign bridge. As a matter of fact, craps is
good health and this comof the district attertley's anticipation admirably adapted to al fresco conbined with modern unitary
of the promised dramatic appeal from dition', and it involves a certain genfixtures heips to keep the doctor er,t
Delphin Nr. Delmas of counsel for :he tle but wholesome exercise which
3twadasif Puree!. .1
01 Your home- .
defense
commends it with especial force tc
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
Nt.
's. Wm. Thaw., mother of Os de- tlef victims of over-heated rooms, v..
hes:thy bath mon*, are sanitary and
feedant, as present at the opening of tihcial illumination and vitiated at
have a beauty all their o‘in.
the morning session today. having mosphe re.
If you intend making bath room imfully recovered from the indisposition
What do the jaded. exhausted. anaeprovements, ie.: us show you sampies or
which kept her indoors yesterday mic and ill-humored followers of
this fawns ware. We guarantee good
.•••••••••111.m.
She wes accompanied fly her dauah- bridge know of the fierce deltehts
work, plump( service and anent:un nu
ter. Mrs George Carnegie. the two of craps the exultant bav.1 of 'Come
matter how sins!, or how large your jot.
having been preceded some minutes Phoebe' and the Homeric shoe' oj
by Mrs. Evelyn Nesbitt ,Thaw and conflict when the "bones" don't roll
P 0. HAhINAN.
her constant compaction. May Mc- to suit :be crowd? They poet and
Both Phones net
tge St. datit
Kenzie. The prisoner's wife still growl, fling acid comments at :he t
wore the plain dark blue suit that she partners, in rtat: bitter anini:eitics
has appeared in on every day of the and rise ncet day :4 gird theniselves
trial. Today she had discarded her for bale".ei, tlevaseit-ng goes.p. The
white veil for one of blue chiffon. crap players sleep it off, bind up their
•
The effect was to bring out more die. wounds at early dawn, refresh themFrom Isaac Shelby to J. C.- W. Beckbam
tinctly thc features c,f her face, %hid; selves with east Gargantuan riots of
ALL or ammomaaaa
appeaeed unusually pale. The elder pot liquor. pigtails, end corn pone
Mrs. Thaw was in conventional blacic than sally forth to meet their•quona.
The countess of Yarmouth did not darn roisterers of the night before
attend the trial today owing to a bearing friendly hearts and pleasslight cold she has contracted. Ed - ant memories and strength renewed
The Firot Time Their Meioses Mays Ever
yard and Joseph Thaw were early in for further bagatelles of the late
Bess Fortilishml,
their kcat'
sort.
The E*nis Post hits for revelator,*ra ideivored to aet-itee pirt•re. cf all e Inck 7
But we cannot quite follow Judge
eerrernors•od has r.t taMsureeeded la ret.rtag (hesa through the saaretauLe ul the Kentamely hot'! Historical lioeiety.•
CITY
OFFICIALS
Fite of Cartersville, in his denunci
In onkr to place these pictures In a permanent form, they have been strangest to •
MAY
BE
INDICTED ation of the local society leaders be
Kemp In an wp-tardato Atlas showing. Kentucky with the latest ornate, pictures of
all she presidents uf the Vatted Staten Ruler. and Rags of all nations. stetnashap
cause of their devotion to bridge
ststoitical data. history of the Itueso-Japon War. •Ion late maps of the triatte.l stales. pantos's Ca oat, ). astern
and Western IlesaMpbere. reports of the last the—• eatiouse ceasta
Mayor of Springfield, Ill.. and Others Still less do we approve his demand
and much Aber bistorkal Informatics,.
for their indictment and criminal
Accused of Illegally DiTItto soling sod woloobto Ado" is MSS to ALL SVIENIPt0
SUSSCRIBBas,
prosecution. glow sloe, he know'
verting Funds.
U Dia new •suarsoribst
send $3.ao for• full year's sabseription by snail or fa on for sLit
month's ralscrIptloa. Understand that these rates are by snail only and that the sub.
that they wouldn't turn to 'Craps if
s.:tiption pries by cattier *regent is toccata per week
he gave them the opportunity?—New
the neeiling Pent publishes ahr or more editions daily and the lateat edit on la seat te
Springfield. Ill., Jan. 25.—Opponeach reader aceoadiug to the time that It will regale theirs
, tits of the present city administration York Sun.
The IF:vetting Pont is brat in everything and has the =oat State news and best
market reports.
made an effort before the Sangamon
• Pot all the people and against the grafter.
t onuty grand jury to bring about the "SCOTTY'S" MYSTERIOUS
Independent always.
is
enlictment of Mayor Harry DeveGOT.D MINE LOCATED
Par the
reaux, former City Comptroller James
CEO Eartthig
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Hail and City Treasurer William Death VAIley Miner Had
Carefully
Dowling on charges of misappropriaHidden Source of Wealth.
tien of city funds.
San Bernardino. Cal., Jan. 23 --The
The officials are accused of divert- tuysterious gold
mine of Walter Scott.
ing from certain of the regular funde the Death
•
Valley miner, for which
af the city some $5o.000 with tVhiC11
hundreds of miners searched in vain.
to pay off indebtedness of long standhas been located. This was possible
ing against tire city.
Only when "Scotty" through his partIt is not charged that they used
the, money for &cif- own benefit, but ner, A. M'. Johnson, filed a location
that in paying off the floating indebt- notice recently. although he Iraedness with this money there was a worked the mine Tor two year an
• iolation of the laws justifying an a half.
The mine is a placer property, in dn
ct me tit.
isolated district, and its location
The first railroad operated on Mo- shows the shrewdness of "Scotty,"
rocco was lately opened for traffic :t for while he had claims on the cast
Shoot Strong andEvenly
It is one mile and a quarter in length, side of Death valley, in the Funeral
4
Are Sure.Fire,
and its 'reason for existence is the range of mountains, his real source
hauling of stone from a quarry to of wealth was on the west side in the
Will Stand .Reloading.
the hailsor of Tangier, where Ger- Panamint range. The "Sheeplicad"—
men 'capitalists are making improve- for that is the name of the mine—has
been carefully located, not merely by
ments.
pectusual sigus of the desert prosor. butt by careful surveys. NVilitil
Find fault with your neighbor. if
For Saki Everywhere.,
netst, hut find fault with vow-self name its exact location by degrees
end r.:irent.:s.
firt.
s
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THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS

Bb

0111.0

comn.

Phones:Office 365--Residasca1694

Office. 306 Broadway

PURE FuUu Niki" ()dun
THAV
HELD Ulla
LL PLLAsED

'71111

Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS:I.,
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FS-EIGHT. MACHDL
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND M014 ROE.

BOTH PHONE&

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT

"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Peonies, Nickels, Dimes ad Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET

PER CENT INTER-

4

EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.

2

PRICE $4.00
wow
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office,.533 Broadway
Healthy Bath Rooms

Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR

LEARN

ONE AND

HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.

MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway

Big Bargains in

KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS

Wall Paper
Now is the time to Buy
Wall paper
CU( hare the largest line of up-to-datewall paper
wi thc city and ot the most striking prices
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Leaded Black :Powder Shells

They_Alw.ais— Get The ease
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Subscribe For The

FREE

NUBILACK"

I for Tour Picture fr4mee
315 BROJIDUIFIT
g

FREE
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B. r. sears
PRACTICAL
'County

Work

SURVEYOR
a

AMIDENTS AT FIRES. RUIN THE PICTURES. NUS HAVE DIMPLES. BLANKETING—OF
MRS. WORTHINGTON
EXPLOSIONS OITIN DO
WORST LAXAGE.

W'OlEdN'S BEAUTY IS NOT COM.?VEIN WITHOUT TERM.

THE PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN" WHEN
CAXERA IS WORXIBIG.

Specialty.

• Very Interesting List of Disas- Indies Carefully Arranged by Mons There Are Establishments That Make
a **Malty of Providing This ;jag Picture Artists Are DisKy.
Tyler,
ters Which Contains Some That
016 'Phone 630-3
Row Fashionable
turbed and Rendered
Are of Unique Descrip• Fauture.
Useless.
tion.
_
"We ye baring an unprecedented call
"Our work is sometimes seriously
An accident, which of its kind hi
lor dimples." said the beauty milar,
I. K. HENDRICK,
probably unique, occurred in April. Interfered with by the buttinskis, Rai
according to the New York Sun. "There
1101, during • tire at Portland. Me. then again there are times when their
J. G. MILLER
was a time when there was no demand
slamming
in
helps
manus,"
mid
the
•railway accident led to the ignition
all for them, but now we are kept
at
%)t
WM. MARBLP of a huge tank containing 1,000 gal ager of a moving picture concern, who boxy sepplying them.
6
Ions of crude petroleum, says the 1"•I himself frames up the incidents and
"Women flock into our astablishmeat
supervises the taking of the pictures.
trolt Free Press.
demanding dimples, and each has her
Fearing that it would explode and "It is impossible to guard against the OW11 particular style. To the casual obmatter tre a wide area, the navel folks with the butting-in habit, for server all dimples might seem alike, but
authorities brought up a one-pounder when they see anything unusual com- there is really great variety in them.
gun and bombarded the tank in order ing off on the street or in any public
LAWYERS.
"Of all dimples that on the chin is the
place their natural busybody instinct
to let the oil run out.
noticeable and beautiful. Gass
lost
The first shot fired missed UM tank rakes hold of them, and they're bound aeon a time It was the popular belief
in
the
to
nudge
hand
a
up
and
take
Practice in all the courts of th and killed an unfortunate spectator.
that dimples were born. Nowadays we
Subsequent ones, however. slessted prorledInge.
Bede. Both phones 31.
know that they are acquired.
ROOMS 1, 2, 3 and 4. Register Build- Vials purpose, and rng the task,' "Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
"They are like French wavesand false
I axed up • horsewhipping scene.
allowed the bluing. all to escape
teeth. You can have them if you want
▪ 523 1-2 Broadwey.
For • fire engine to cause • Are The first part of the set was easy them. To make a cleft chin is quite a
@semi the eery height of Irony. TA enough to get It was a scene In • dilben/1 feat.
sac* a case actually occurred fist restaurant, In which a pretty girl,
"You must cut into the flesh with a
bas ago near Worcester. The is seated jit a table a Mttle distance away sharp knife until you have severed a
pile in question belonged to an he I from another table at which a frollo muscle When the chin thugs there will
soraztee company and was in proem Mate man with a mmely wife is dim- be a tttUe dent or scar, and this makes
of bang osavertiod into • motor be ing, falls to making goo-goo eyes at the dimple
the man.
esit-propalaton.
'A woman once came to as in great
TM woad mesas, in which I as astress. like had met with as accident
'this day bifore the work was be
bled there was a mill boss Nompsey ranged to have the horsewhipping take witch had inflicted a jagged cut 11 her
Made elms* • tersi was ea ire. place, took place outside the testa* ate
rant. Weed got police permission to
a''Nj good looks are reined for life,'
Ma the willeas. Inspite of Its Imesthe pictures, and I had two or do gasped, as she sank into a dial".
tabs
glace oosmitioa. started.
"I hound up her chin and assured her
tie aped protector herbs been three men stationed la front et the
Axed operas escaped. aid these est restaurant to keep the crowd bask that she would be all right in a few days.
while the phony horsewhipping was is
"'You will be even better looking than
are to • load of straw whisk was
progress.
asters,' I said to her.
passed
on
Building
the road. Next two risks
Rooms 5 and 6, Register
"When everything was all set and
"She smiled faintly and went away.
became Involved, and, belly, the
523 1-2 Broadway. Paducah, Ky.
the machine was mapping away at the Leo weeks later she returned. The
Water-tube
of
the
motor
Oros' and the
New Phase eV; Old 1457 R
=lucky engine came to • complete homely wife laying the lash across wound bad heal** and in Its place tt..!re
face and daotilders of the flirta- vu • vary becoming scar, which took
standstill barely 200 yards from the the
SPII4IALTIRS:
tious girl—the lash looted like rattan/ tbe form of a dimple.
scene of the original Orel
Abstracting of Titles
but It was • phony, and didn't hurt
"'I am delighted.' said she,'for I anis
Another stms7 of a strange chapter
Insurance, Corporation and
at all—our troubles began.
thousand
times better looking than I
of
Ire accidents comes treat Camas,
Real Estate Law.
"First a big vannigan of • man was before.'
saw. in Armagh. •dog, manias tate
"'it is the style now to have a dimpled.
a farm Batas room, barked at • oat. slammed In and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm. sincere, beseerhing look; and it is the
sad pom, terriSed. levant on a table
bawling that be didn't believe in see Minion to look rather grave instead of
twenties a lighted lamp.
mg no woman stinging another wom- arch. This gives the beauty makers a
The bernins oil saturated the poor
an like that, and that queered one set sturt to perform in the dimple line, but
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
of films
TM machine had to be up to date there have been many sueshe dashed wooed the room, which
stopped while the big bettinski was ▪
and no casualties reported.
was already in a blase. sprang through
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
bring informed that the thing was
"tis Paris they are making dimples by
Ike window and rushed into the stackany • tableau, and that he didn't electricity. They take an electric InTELEPHONES:
belong to the picture.
strument and press It into the flesh
Rick sitar rick was fired by this
"lie too'. the gibes of the crowd sour without, however, breaking the skin.
Residence, 396; Office, 355.
living torch until the whole place ty, at
that, ani looked to be in so Then they turn on the current
was alight and very serious damage much
"There is a mild shock. They re.
of a mind to kick our gear to
was done. The farmer's son, too, was pieces that I had to get cop to walk seat
a
this again and again, always makbadly burned in his efforts to extio- Mei down the street.
fag the dent deeper, until after a time
gutah the flames.
"When we Ost all set again and the the flesh has formed a habit. There is
A London gas works was once the
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl a dimple in the chin.
scene of a curious fatal fire accident.
"This is only untie for the chin, and
was ones moss going on a scrawny
• boiler full of molten tar gave way
hetehet faced woman, who had nal it would hardly work in the can of the
and, Its contents catching fire from
icined the outer circle of the crowd, eheek, which is too hard to be treated in
the furnace, spread in a tide at flame
AND
EVANSVILLE
to
Trip
Itevad
aid who wasn't up to what was coin- Ibis way.
down the sloping door of the sulphate
"Where cheek dimples are desired
leg off, rushed into the scene with •
RETURN, Continuous Pussy*. $4..0e; moat.
shriek, grabbed my two acting womes there Is a more complicated process. We
4. Ildissided Ticket $5.00, meals and
Gee of the workmen, caught be by the hair, and started in to rough- begin by replacing lost teeth.
beret included.
twee the flames and the wail, seised house them both for their 'inclecency
'After you have plumped out the face
• ladder and, raising It to the win In fighting on the street: as she yelled you will discover that there ate dimples
dow, sprang up IL Unhappily, the at them. The machine had to be In the cheeks. Make your cheeks plums
window had iron bars and begers
ard somehow Hier* will appear the
ROUND TRIP 1f0 CAIRO, party the.. could be removed the ladder stopped again.
,
-The tveldent as I had framed it magic twinkling spots.
"'Mere should be dimples on the hands
of five or over, ii.so each. without buret through sad the poor man fell ne didn't call for anything like that
back Into the furnace below.
as well as on the face. To he alluring
the
whip
that
after
It
arranged
I
had
nsintls; Sao° with meals.
Every one will remember the great
p'ng had proceeded for a space the hands must lie idly on your dap. The,
Good music on all the boars.. For /Jaen:core fire, the moat terrible con rdity husband of the homely wife must be white and fat, and there multi
Migration of Ihtel. After this was ex wee to rush in and attempt to ens be a row of dimples stone the knuckles
bunter particulars see
tinguished there wee naturally great trite the two women, when his wife
'They look more youthful if there art
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent anxiety among the proprietors of the wes to turn on him with the lash, eau, no rings at all. Rings somehow make
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass. -burned build,ngs to know how the
tag him to skiddoo down the street theitip Ms look old. They are like finery
Agent. Phone 31.
ocrotents of their fireproof safes bad Tbe girl with the goo goo eyes was to anorate dress. They add to 0121111
fared.
nice the whip from ttre other wom- ate.
"To he pretty you must have Ore
Most extraordinary were the finds. an's hands and --art in to get hunts
In one jewelry had been melted. while for the rutting she'd received, the teeth. They crust be white aid even
3. C. flcurrioy
Cecil Reel
and there must be no gold visible. Taco
• box of matches was intact, and • acne ending v.. that way."
you must have a pair of very red lips.
silk handkerchief was not evea
"White 110 mean a poor dreg:aeon.
colored
ALCOHOL and narrow lips mean a bad disposition
L A WY E RS.
One of the meet disastrous fires CETHRONING OF
Of la'e years was that which followed Being Brought About by the Nod. and a habit of compressitig the mouth
You must have a tine, smooth skin.
I Rooms so, I: and in Columbia Bldg. •cbentIcal expiation at Griesheine in
ern Spirit of Scientific
which can be obtained by treating ths
Germany.
The
explosion
took
place
is
PADUCAH, KY.
Research.
skin every night with a good skin fnod,
the Griesheim Electron factory, ana
and you must hare a pair of clear, soft
almost simultaneously tie
whole
Another potect factor in the dethroa
eyes.
building was in flames.
leg of alcohol has been the spirit cd
"The ey-ebrows etust be nice. if one Is
Fire engines came galloping up, but scientific research of recent years,sap
Is they approached tbe men were an Open Letter. in Century. In the to be ,good looking. and to make these
Attorney at Lair
ems to fall from their seats. Spec- great laboratories scientists have been beeutiful one must treat them every
tabors running after them dropped as carefully studying the effects of aloe night with an eyebrow grower. The
Room No. s.
Paducah If mesa, and, meanwhile, the blaze la ludic liquors upon the various ortani Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
they devote a great deal of time to them.
Columbia Bldg
Kentucky tressed. involving fresh buildings smel of the body. and. altboegh they differ Is
"The fare should be slightly oval
Old Phone 1992.
even crossing the river Into the oil. their conclusions upon some points, the
shaped, something like an egg, with the
lags of echwanheine. What had hap result is that those physicians who have
small part of the egg at the chin. nook
wooed was this:
most closely followed these investige at your face and see if
It is egg shaped.
The sudden mixtures of vats of dif- (Ions have, almost or entirely, abjured
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR ferent chemicals under intense hest alcoholics as a necessary part of tacit • "If it is round yon must :enure it a
little. If it Is square you must massage
had asp* the air with a gas of as therapeutic outfit. These elaborate along the lines of
th- chip to take away
terribly poisonous a nature that those studies of alcohol have convinced 111213) those square lines_
!fit is long and narwho came within its deadly influence Oat the nourishing and strengthening row you cruet plump it out
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank were su.ffocated at once. Fiftp-am properties formerly ascribed to alcohol.
'And don't forget that you must have
Ice existed oily in the imagination, and dimples,
Pitarshall County; Paducah, Ky. dead and three times that number
for dimples are the style Lit*
Jared was the result of that terrible belong to the errore of an age which had year, or ci you cannot be a
Room ire, Fraternity Building.
pretty weasan
no facilities for accurst* observation without
Ira
them."
New Phone zre
food
qualities
The
of the grains and
Old Phone 484A
-- --fruits, it is now believed by many an
Japan's Obligations.
Tips in Department Storea
thorities,
are
destroyed
in
the
process
of
••■••'•
A
The tiepin evil is &toning in New
The western powers are not models making alcoholic drinks. Even the
of scrupulous justice toward each oth stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol Tort, despite the discussion aroused be
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Sr and toward weaker nations, but are denied by many, who clue It among the new law aimed at purchasing agents
such an offease as Japan would ems. the narcotics because of its depressant The ia tett class to demand tips are clerks
Lawyer.
In department stores. According to an
mit in supporting, or even permitting, effect
expesienced shopper. the woman who
LI she could prevent, the driving of
the occidentals from Chiba would ems When Game Was Cheap in Kansas. does not recognize apd'satisfy the itchLog palm of the girl who waits on her
talnly be looked on as unpardonable
Even as late as 18S6 and 1867 veniwill obtain poor service In some stores
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken For one thing, at the very start, says son was
as cheap as beef in the fall
the New York Times, it would snap the choicest cuts soling for 1214 centr Akin to this is the store *raft" on which
tucky.
the alliance with Great Britain. The a pound, while wild turkeys could lx many clerks figure as a regular arelitiost
Brttish government would be forced bad for 75 cents each when tame toe to their income. This is the thange left
to regard such an °Tease not mere17 keirs no larger sold for a dollar. Brant ever from purchases at odd prices, such
Usually It only
as a failure.In fridatilineas bet as an or wild geese were hard to get rid of, sil$1.48. 1.67. etc.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
act of flagrantly hostile tmport. And as no one liked their meat. There amounts to two or three cents. but very
her grievance, though greater la do was little fishing, not nearly so good many persons give the seller $1.50 or
(Homeopathist)
tree, would bo of psecleely the same as now, and the fish were nearly all $1.75, and go away without, waiting for
the change. .This often amounts to a
pf:
kind es that of Germany, France, the perch or cat. The fine herd of 200
considerable
sum in the course of a day.
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Uaited States and Russia.
head of deer in Uncle Joe Lewis' deer Sometimes
it even amounts to "white
park
came
from
a
pair
he caught in money." as
Residence Sto Broadway.
silver Is called. and adds
Training the Boy.
s the early days and penned up in a Materially to the
Phase ro.
day's takings.
pasture
lot
—Anthony
Republican.
°I saw you punishing your boy so.
day. What was it all about?"
Christmas Cards. •
Congo Salt Havehes.
The Comfortable Fortune.
"I caught him in a lie."
Although
the first Christmas card
central
Along
pars
of
the
the Congo
What i5 your ideaeaf a comfortable
"Oh. well, you can't expect a boy
was made In 1846, very few were sent
are
a
river
there
number
of
salt
truth
all
the
time."
the
to
tell
fortune?' asked the' ambitious youth.
the yeer 1112. Then the,fashion
"I know, but when he doesn't tell marshes. The Africans dig shallow came in of
"One," answered the man of expcsending cards the site of
holes in these, whence Issue streams
ifience, "that is big enough to at- Ike truth I waht hint to he bright
visiting card.. I rtserilbee •i mei v With
eat
neer
which,
of
on
being
e•tp
act the attention of the grand jury." enough no to be caught at
jlee nettles ;_ r.serv rebsues, ea"
_
IOW. beaver • rise:due of salt.
elk Standard and Timm
asbingion Star.
•.
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LAWYERS
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BY S. E. KISER.
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlewaite, "1
—I—"
"What's the trouble." be *eked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extravagant, and I know it is so hard for
you to /crape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that always come along
about the first of the menthe but I
simply must have $20."
"Twent—say, Mabel, what do you
think I am—the son-in-law of some
life insurance president? You might
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
you know that our expenses for last
month were $63 more than MY sal
try? If you are acquainted with any
body who can tell me how to make
ends meet when things are going that
way taring them around and I'll pay
him well for his time. What dp you
want $20 bier
"Oh, never mind, old lip. Crosepatch
I'll get along without it some way
I know that I'm net wotth half what
I cost you, and--and I'm goitag to take
up steography or music or be a Cede
eau Science healer or something, as
that I will be able to earn money and
-and not always be such an expense
te you. It must he ja—just terrible
for • man to have to give up every
thing for a woman he doesn't love,
when be might hays so much if be had
sever married her, and—"
"There litte girl wi.at's the use el
calking that way? You knew I'd be
the happiest man in the world if I
toted pile bundles of money at your
test every morning ani give you the
privilege of doing what you liked wire
it. But really you know, I didn't
expect to be called on for any more ex
ties Mr a few weeks and had it al
Ilgured out so that I'd be just about
%Isle to start in even next month. 01
-crone I can give you the money Ii
yeti absolutely need It but—"
"Oh If there are to be any buts
plea..se don't say anything more about
a. I appreciate your kindness, dear
stud I know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be awful selfish of
no to leave yolk to practice all the selflegial. Never mind, I'll get along with
egt IL I will show you that I can be
scare, even if I am merely a useless elan', to you."
"Hurrah! Now It's be so p:essaat
for me to go away to work and seep
leaking all day of our joyful parting
lust imagine me whistling gayly at mt
leak as I remember that little old sa
ead the look you gave Me as you to16
es you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye I can see myself calmly amok
:ag my cigar after lunch and thinking.
as I watch the rings curl npward. of you
%ere, radiantly happy because of your
noble sacrifice. Oh. yes! But come on,
dear, let's not quarrel over a little
money. (X course you ran have it. What
am I earning money for if It isn't to
give you happiness? And please don't
fellitk any more about doing things for
Ihe purpose of earning cash yourself.
'Sou earn It an it is. Your love is worth
s thousand times what-"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
down to hers. "forgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? Ah, if you could
Only know bow long the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
multi:et love or admire you MO4 that
I 6o If you were so rich that you could
buy everything John D. has-and turn
Wan out of house and home. Have you
the money with you or shall I have to
get a check cashed?"
"Here It is. What are you going tc
buy?"
"Wiry, you see. I beard from Miss
Westcott, the dressmaker, yesterday.
and she can come to me throe days this
week, so 7. shall have t3 get sessethina
for her to make up."
"But I thought you said the other day
that you had all the elothes you were
going to need for awhile!"
"Yes, I have, only Min Westrott bas
these three daya that she ran give me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are obliged to hire her simply he
Muse she bag three days for which she
isn't engage:1."
"I'm not, you dear old goose, but you
sec if I don't take, her Mrs. Worthington, who is -ewer to get her, will have
her over the's and find out about all the
things I've had retrade and the lace remand—and—ereryttling.
nants
you
know"
"Well, but why shoald you care, ac
long as your clothes fit well and leoi
One and are Just 2A tom'. as if they had
cost five or six times as much as they
41dr .
"Oh. dear!" sne ri-tied, as she sal
there clutching the tr.oney. after hr
gene. "I wonder boy men. being %I
stupid, ever manage to get along at all?
---Chicare Record-Herald.

People
Say
OUR PIR.FUMES
APE UST
Just sample any other perftune in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a writ difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store perfumes. We know how tc show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what enable us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.

J. n. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY

WE USE

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

WHY?
F---Becauseitirons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
boles match.

Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.

Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosom. like sew, and the
"htimp" so often seen is missingNo other like it in West Kenby
Satisfy yourself
tucky
sending us your laundry.

Star Laundry
'nose sect

NOTICE
Richest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Any anything and sell overrate..
ste.sso Court Street, Oki Phone
Isr6A.

Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC
TION.

THE
ISTIME
r
I NOW ISH
PLACE

PAEIICAR CENTRAL
t'll';24/ P)RA TED

clz z.wrp.

Day and Night
School
t .........i..4.1c

Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest

and

be*

excursion out of Padecali.

ee fin For the Round

Trip to
ePUIUU Teonessee river & retur

It Is a trip of pleasure, comfoo
and rest; good service, good tab)
Must Obey Orders.
good roams, etc. Boats leave cub
As an illustration of carrying militate Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. a
Oiscipline too far, this story is told by
information apply to Jas
*en. Nelson A. Miles: 'There was a cer For other
Frank E
ten colonel who, in tie middle of e cam- Koger, superintendent;
paign was seLed with a sudden ardoi Brown, agentabout hygiene. lie ordered that all his
A.MEN.11
men change their 'tette at once. This
order was duly carrled out, except ir
the case of one comptiny. whets the pri
vates' wardrobes had teen sadly de
pleted. The captain of this Pcmpany inArchitect and Superintendent.
formed the colonel thatoone of his mee
eor Fraternity Building.
could change their shirts, since the
had only one apiece. The colonel lies)
Old Phone 403 Red.
tated a moment, then said, firmly: 'Or
ders must be obeyed. Let the men PADUCAH.
KENTUCKI.
change shirts with each other.'"—Boa
tots. Herald,

D. Schinidt•

"Learn to . ix."
"Learn to mix," is the advice elYeu
to his ',,lei's by Ere. Frank J. Miller
of the Universny of Chicago. Most
young gentlemen nowadays do leant
to mix, but the trouble is that their
co with driaks.
mixing too often Is

A' S DABNEY
.

—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. 511 R

S.
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YOU CAN'T TRIFLE
WITH SICKNESS

45,5 ON NAGE
THIS MORNING'

4I•
sio

In emergencies, prompt, exact,
careful and intelligent service is 4 '1HE SNOW OF YESTERDAY
HELPS BRING STREAMS
imperative.
HIGHER.
* Our large patronage proves that
SI
46 we are giving just this kind of
9 service.

BEFORE NOON GUAR WILL
SHOW ABOUT 46 FEET

3

Whether yos order the most
4,6 complicated prescription, a drink
of Soda or simply wait to buy a 2
tooth brush, you will receive the 4
same prompt and thorough atten-;THE DISPATCHES SHOW THE
SNOWFALL WAS GENERAL
tion.
THE COUNTRY OVER.
414
44
4,
Thi. ,Government Predicted Only 45
Fegs
wfas
or Pa
F.aducahLa
ventinP
, tutETha
goint
STORE
:
•
•Se
to
The heavy snowfall of yesterday
proved to be general the country
user, and
causing
it
is
a
•4.• more rapid rises in the rivers, • as
+ +++ + ++ + + + + .1.•
this moroing at 3 o'clock the guagc
showed 43.5 feet here, a rise ef over
POPULAR WANTS.
one foot since yesterday morning at 7
•4.'4. +.. o'clock when it read 44.3 feet. It was
•
••
•
•
•
•
I•
rapidly rising tins morning and the
rivermen believe the snow will bring
house the stream many feet higher than at
FOR RENT—New • brick
.pi Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and fest expected. If it will remain cold
'very desirable place, by month or for several days and the snow presented from melting, this will let
ear. Apply J. B. HALL
WtillTTEMO,RE REAL ESTATE much of the present water run out
of their rivers before the water made
AGENCY Fraternity building.
hy the melting snow begins running
inte
the streams. Since the weather
flats,-Sev
RENT—Elegant
FOR
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. a has proven so changeable, and jumped
from rain to snow, the steamboatmen
- Scott.
have about stopped trying to predict
maximum of the rise, as the Ohio
the
per
• FOR RENT—Cottage. $8
has
nos gone many feet beyond the
apply
U.
P.
from
blocks
inonth, three
expectatioy
of the old head% along
i..t 4.0 Smith Sixth street.
the river front.
The government prediction was
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
that
not ino•-e than 43 feet would
between
unmarried
men
Able-bodied
cisme here; Paducai, but that mark
Ages of at and 35; citizens of United
nov. been passed, with no prosStates, of good character and terni.f the liver c.)17..ing to standstil.
,)erate habits. who can speak, read
If
the
snow begins melt:ng right away
information
uul write English.. For
and empties into the rivers its comapply to Recruiting Officer. New
bination with the rains will augment
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
the rise, and there is no telling what
ROOMS—Furnished or unfurnish- will be the outcome.
,-t1 One single, two connecting rooms
River Stages.
sith board. The Inn. No. 3t7 North
Cairo, 40.6, falling.
telephone
,or
Call
Sevenths street.
Chattanooga. 6.6, falling.
578.
Cincinnati, At, falling
Evansville. 5.7. standing
WANTED--Industrious young man
Florence, 5.7, rising
or bookkeeper, stenographer and ofJohnsonville, 12.5. rising
fice work. Must write good hand and
38.7. falling
ddress X. this
have good habits
Mt. Cannel, 21/4, rising
office.
Nashvilk. 36.6, falling.
Pittsburg, 66, falling
cottage.
FOR RENT-1/14%0i new
St. Louis, 25.0, falling
AtliPly West Ken!Third an
Ms. Vernon. 48.1 rising.
•iisky Coal Co.
Paducah. 443, rising.
Burnside. 7.5, falling.
*11.••••••••44.444441144.411***-444
t':.rthage. 15.g. falling.

M'PHERSON'S
DRUG

;FOURTH & BROADWAY

LOCAL LINES.

•

4144111111441,4441****441.4440.44404
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Great Suffering at Newburg.
Evapsville, Ind.. Jan. 25—The Ohio
reser ‘fias remained stationary here
to: the past seven hours, and now
stand. at 46.3 feet. Rain fell during
the la_st half of the night and this
put fear into the hearts of the river
men.
Conditions along the loser Wabash
river are becoming worse each hour,
Ps the river is rising again and lacking only a few inches of being up to
O.,. 1884 stage.
There are many refugees along the
river from Mt. Carmel. ill., now that
are in need of food and shelter.
Judge W. J. Wood. of the Indiana
railroad commission, appointed by
Gov. Hanly to look into conditions
Newburg. Ind.. arrived there this
morning. The citizens of Newburg
arc unable to care for the refugees
ulto are crowded into sheds and outhouses there.
Food is needed at once. The greatest danger now is from the wind, and
with the unset4ed conditioels and
prospects of more rain, people along
the lower Ohio valley fear that the
worst of the flood is yet to come.

—Get your school books and school
supplies for the second term from D
F., Wilsorikat Harbour's department
store.
• —Save money by getting your
,school locx.k, and supplies from D E.
Harbour's • department
.
-vArilson
..tote.
--Large crowds continue attend'lig nightly the sillier, at the Rescue
71Assion on South Third street where
at
; Anna Wasiten of St. Louis is
Wig Rev. Chiles and wife. More
- i
t•inversion were made last night.
' .Mr Harry M Finley. the glass factory man, left last nightfor Lietchieid. IR, to arrange to move hi.
;lam here, the $15,00o bonus having
••een raised, and es-erytthing completed
.e' the move. He exptcts to be ready
'or business here in four months, and
employ 13.4 men at the outset. the
44:ass blowers making from $to to $ri
;••er day.
--James Williams, colored. bridge
-s-orker for the I. C.. was brought here
_.esterday and put in the railroad hosFederal Aid For Sufferers.
.lital for treatment of painful injuries
Washington.
Jan. 23.—The sugges--ecc-ived by two beams catching him
tion of federal aid for the flood sufthem
14:.WeCil
while
;,
working
on
the
N
ferers of Southern Indiana is made
Ii-idge near Atoka, Tenn.
--Mrs J. C. Tully of West Jeffer- in a telegram received today by
• .ii is suffering from a painfully Representative Zenor.
j
, ob
- *
It is from E. R. Combs, trustee of
.. nrained'wwrist. cused
a
by Tripping
Vtica
township,'Clark county, and is
, ,....,.'lid falling on the basement steps of as follows: ,
.
',.4.1" ihorne.
"Eighty-four !homes 'flooded. Many
Mr. Edward Baker has bought the
suffering. Will there be any approNorth Fourth street saloon that was
R 1114191111
tyr.ed by Mr. Joseph Gourieux, who priation?"
Judge Zenor today made inquiries
'lied several days ago. •
as to precedents, and he found that
lie. and MT9. Ifuek Roland•of Methere is no hope whatever of securing
lianicsburg,-bay': a new girl baby:
!a federal appropriation for the flood
•
sufferers..
- Kentucky Avenue Bargain.
As a rule, lit says, the federal gov• Pictured' Tenth and Eleventh,
ernment never acts in such matterh
room house, good lot $3,000. Discount moil the resources of the
state are
for cash. Some -one will get a bar- exhausted. It is a matter, Ile says,
gain.
that properly belongs befoee the
*WHITTEMORE REAL' ESTATE Indiana legislature. which is now in
AGEFffri. •
session.
•
Fraityirite Bak Phone' 833
Representative Charles 11,. - Landis
today received a telegram statitig tha!
the levre'along the Wabash river has
Expert Accountant.
,•
Will post, examine, systematize and broken and Thal his farm of over 200
audit hooks by the day,.week ei4k the 71.flq4, near DT:lphi, hies been
formed 111:0 a lake.
. job. Terms realoaable.„
JOAN D. SMITH, JR., 118 Fra
-.crnity 'building.
CITIZENS OF KENTUCKY
•
TOWN TO APPEAL TO
It costs the devil little trohble to
CHICAGO FOR AID
catch a lazy male—From the span- - Chicago. Jan. 35.—Telegraphic ap
peal for assistance was made to
ish,
•
,
•

"s1
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Why Be Sick?

No
Need
To
Suffer

a

Ladies, do you suffer from headache, backache, sideache, waistpains, irregular habit, weakness, nervousness, irritability, general miserableness and lack of ambition? If so, much of your pain and
suffering is needless, for it is due to diseases peculiar to your sex,
which can be cured by proper treatment For over 50 years

Is
Woloa
1 Wile

WEITIC us TREELY
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling aU yor
troubies, ad stating soul age. We wilt send you
TRU AMEX, in plain sealed envelope. and a salwink =Soak on "Home Treatment for Wooen."
: Wise' Advisory Department, The
Chattanoavt Mild= Co., Chattaonegs.
•as

has been benefiting these diseases in the persons of over a million women, of whom Mrs.
W. H. Gage, of 232 N. Clark St., Chicago, is one. She writes: "I was taken sick
three years ago and was In bed six month.s. Since then I have been troubled with headache, backache, leg-ache and awful bearini-dovn pains.
I could get no relief unti: I
began to take Wine of Cardui. I have now been taking It about six weelf.s and I feel
like a new woman. My friends hardly know me." 1.Q. it for your trouble.

At Every Drug Store in $1.0(i Bottles
•

Mayor Dunne yesterday by Mayor T.
S. Bradford, of Augusta, Ky, who
said that many citizens of Augusta
have been homeless by the flood, and
that no train, mail or steamboat has
been able to reach the town since
Friday.
"The situation is beyond our control'," said the telegram. "Need of
assistance urgent. Houses totally
destroyed and twenty-three
brick
teuses damaged by saw logs blowing
through them."
Mayor Dunne announced that any
cc,ntributions received 'would he forwarded to the sufferers.

room says Mrs. Schrand told her that 41111166•44
.4
.44
.***********•••••
Attorney Cecil Reed Gia.‘, returned
Reeves and she had a quarrel, when *
• from Frankforl where he argued a
Reeves actually picked her up b;idily •
PERSONAL MENTION.
4 case before the appellate court.
and laying her on the fire there held 41
4
her until the heat run him away, pro446••••••••••••114144
ducing the fatal burns. The officer. V.•114r. QC
I).
D. Bakrow, of Louisdo not know whether to believe this viiliti la here preparing to install his
or not, but the colored woman's biro, &unit in The Palmer rotunda.
stuatements are borne out by the (- he &lain secured the cigar privilege
Creita
year-old Schrand boy, who also says for Use hostelry office. He has stands
Reeves held ins mother te the open of ta alitlait in all leading hotels in
Prevents sod cures chapped roughs
fire as result of a bitter quarrel they .Kentucky.
had over something
Mr. W. Armour Gradner was in A. Makes the skin soft.
same* ,a
The woman several hours after she Smithlosid yesterday on business.
w:_s burned said sbe and Reeses NTT(' . Mr. Jesse Moss left yesterday for sod white. Removes all bassabillos
Wising 'in front of the place, when New York, from whence he goes to
caused by the cold visas.
•S
her skirt caugbt fire. County At- South America
German Lutheran,
torney Alben Barkley started to take
Mr. Jamie Paxton bin returned
Rev. 1)enter. a theological student her dying
statement yesterday
from visiting in Clarksville, Tenn.
.
I
of 'St. Louis, arrived yesterday and noon, but she
refused to talk on
Mt Edward Smith, the blacksmith.
preaches tomorrow at tthe Germaii ing he was a
lawyer. The attorney his
Delightful to use after shaving.
returned from Paris, Tenn
Lutheran church op South Fourth went back after
supper, but she was
street.
'
senseless and would not speak. lir ' Miss
. Floretare Baker of Metropoli,
Rev Illton gets away ometime left word to be
.s
Mrs Aaron Hurley of
sent for when it was i visiting
neat week for Wilton, Iowa.
seen she was going to expire, so her South Tenth.
Missionary Society.
For salt 01117 as
Mrs Lelia Wade Lewis returned
dying statement mid be taken, but
The Junior Warden Missionary she quickly passed
away this morn- sestorday from visiting Mrs. Charles
sGciety of the Broadway Methodist ing without regaining
consciousness. Legg 01 Mayfield.
church will meet this afternoon with I The woman was about
3o years of
Me. Seth Curtin Is here form Fort
Miss Adine Morton of Broadwiiy near.age, stflking in appearance,
and her Smith, Ark.
Sixth street
•pa:enta reside in Metropolis. as do
IV¼sq stillen and Elia-abet&
'RUG STOIC
her brothers and sisters. She ha I . 9.4041raind
•". i..i- retii:.Li! !•..•••••.,- sc.
not lived here long and Reeves says • - ddiktags
1st..e.
he bay known her only three month).
Frank
Barnard of So:ithland
having often visited her during that
Rae i'etternest to la r lion's: a %.
time.
i . aevt-ral days with friends.
Coroner Frank Eaker will hold the
I
(Cintiaued from Page (ak)
Vita Adda Harris is visiting lett.
insvest this morning, while Reeves
I from. Si. 1.inii4
is being held pending results, lie is
The Scrand woman was a "grass" trarried and has always borne a good
Mr. Ws At 1-abb of Indianapolis THE HEN OR THE EGG •
widow who came here six months ago reputation, except that he drank ntl( 64 here tomorrow If) ennfet with
from Metropolis. Although she lived pretty freely. His 'family is one of I.Ceng,p) Manager Illeecker i'l Th.
THINK IT oVIR.
in this little home with her three the best known of the county and he street 'car line about putting vp s
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW.
small sons, she was a woman of the tenaciously clung to his version of -White City" attraction at 'the park
RING
1513 OR CALL AT ata
world and visited by men. Yes:erday the offaar. on being clo‘ely questioned this summer.
‘i
Reeve, went down shortly after noun, this morning.
BROADWAY AND WE WILI:
N'COIONCI Victor Van de Male has retaking a quart bottle of whiskey with
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
This makes the second death among turned from a trip to Illinois
him. Ile and the woman drank co- the demimonde on North Tenth street
Attorney C S. Ross ha. returned
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DZ.
piously of the intoxicant and hotb as result of burning, inside the past from Cincinnati where he has been
SIGNS. ARTISTIC, ATTRACwere pretty drunk. Reeves says he and 4%.• months
on legal business.
Ms's. John
TIVE.
UP-TOLDATE
PICthe unman were staniing in front of
`shickliffe of Wickliffe, Ky., is visitTURE
FRAMING,
WALL
PAthe open grate, in which blazed braMrs. Joe A. Miller of South
4
St. Louis' Leading HoteL
Bandy a large coal fire. While standPERING AND DECORATINffs.
th.
in
stop
PanSt
When
Louis
at
the
ing thre talking, he says, he suddenlion. Johu K Ilendriek i•
ts
LAMM' ASSORTMENT IX
ly glanced down and aaw her skirt tens Hotel, you'll meet your friends I Frankfort. Ky. on business.
'THE
CITY.
had ignited from the flames that were diens.
Mr. William It. Headrick returned
flaring up and enveloping her body
yesterday from a butanes* trip to
He grabbed a comfort from the bed
Srnithland.
Mr Roscoe Reed is in Cincinnati,
and throwing it around the screaming
and comes home today or tomorrow
and agonized form, tried his best
to extinguish the flames which were
quickly ridding her body oi the clothAlmost everybody knows that liing. Reeves says that in his drunken
condition he became frightened and cense should be paid in January; yet
started to dash out the door, when sonic people seem to forget it. This
his hand caught and tore in the latch is intended as a friendly reminder
Tie did rush out and went on to FOR YOUR GOOD.
Mitchell's saloon, where he was found
Ten per cent must be added to all
Naturally
Others of the neighborhood heard license after February i
the screams, and rushing in found the this is not a pleasant obligation to
We have every thing needed by the scholars for the second
woman lying in the bed, all her gar- settle. It is also an unpleasant duty
term. On a number of items we can save you mousy
ments burned from the body and she for the treasurer to collect it. Therecome early, you might net get what you need if you wait
suffering great pain. She had jumped fore endeavor to avoid it. by your
into the bed as Reeves rushed out. prompt attention.
A,.to long.
,
,i/,/
The doctors were quickly sumMoned
Every business, occupation, agency
and did everything possible fok her, and profession is liable for a license
but saw from the outset the case was Kindly call at the city treasurer's ofa hopeless one, as the form was one fice at your earliest convenience 'that4
mass of charred flesh. Lotions were you may save this penalty, and great'
applied and opiates administered and oblige.
Yours respectfully,
her remaining few hours made as
JOHN J. DORIAN.
At Harbour's Department Store
peaceful as possible.
City Treasurer.
A colored girl who rushed into the

Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderrna

P."
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BACON'S

Woman Burned to Death;
Man Held for Inquiry

WHICH WAS
FIRST?

I

SANDERSON db,
COMPANY

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

•
•

SCHOOL BOOKS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Book
Music Man

D. E.Wilson'El
—
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• FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
REAL
COAL
PITTSBURG
fRADEWATER
udky Coal Co.
West Kent.
INCORPORATED

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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